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ABSTRACT 

After introducing the subject of curvilinear flow, particularly in the context of 

meandering natural channels, this thesis then describes the three conventional 

models for unsteady flow in open channels, namely kinematic, diffusion and 

dynamic. These descriptions are in terms of the straight channel de Saint-Venant 

equations. The discussion also considers some aspects of the diffusion model 

which raise questions as to the appropriateness of the usual engineering approach 

to this model. 

As to date, these models treat curvature cursorily, if at all, the models are then 

expanded to incorporate curvature in a more systematic manner. This is done by 

deriving the de saint- ena ant equations in terms of curvilinear coordinates. The 

models are then presented in terms of the curvilinear mass-conservation and 

various forms of the curvilinear momentum equation. 

The new models are found to be expressed by equations of the form 

'linear model + curvilinear correction' 

thus allowing the engineer to estimate the size of any curvature effect. 

The derived dynamic model is compared with a laboratory study, and the results 

indicate that the new curvilinear model is a reasonable description of dam-break 

flow. Subsequent calculations, based on field data, of the celerity of the dynamic 

wave illustrate how big the corrections can be. 
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GLOSSARY

As this is a civil engineering thesis, it assumes a knowledge of engineering

terminology. The following definitions are included for the benefit of non-

engineers.

Advection: The velocity of a wave along with dispersive effects

Backwater: This is an increase in upstream water level due to downstream

obstructions not to increasing discharge

celerity: wave speed. Although physics defines phase and group velocities,

engineers engaged in open channel engineering tend to think in terms of a

single wave.

Channel routing: The method of predicting the discharge with time at a particular

cross-section, when a wave passes down the channel

Chezy Equation: This is an empirical equation for uniform flow which is usually

expressed in the form

v=CJfr ,

where, v is water velocity,

rn is hydraulic radius (i.e. are divided by wefted perimeter)

C is a parameter for roughness with dimensions JF
The roughness parrmeter C is known as chezy constant, although it is not
a true constant.

Energy Line: If a length of channel is considered in profile, a line may be drawn

above the water surface to represent the energy of the flow. For uniform
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flow, total energy linerwater surface and bed slope are parallel. This is not

true for varying flow.

Friction Slope: The energy line which represents the amount of energy used to

overcome friction

Hydrograph: A graph of d.ischarge against time.

Long Waves: A wave where the wavelength is much greater than the amplitude.

Waves in open channels are usually of this type. The analysis in this thesis

uses the long wave approximation by assuming that the wave number is

sufficiently small to allow for expansion by the binomial theorem

Manning Equation: An empirical equation for unifom flow, expressed as

1 2l
J--v--m3s2
n

where, v is velocitv

m is hydraulic radius

s is bed slope

n is a roughness parameter ('Mannings n')

Again the roughness parameter is not a rrue constant; its dimensions are

TL'I .

Overland Flow: Water which is unable to enter the soil (e.g. soil saturated or

rendered impermeable by paving) and is forced to flow over the surface

Routing Coefficient: The coefficients of the recursive equations used in channel

routing.

Stage: water level elevation measured relative to a convenient datum
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I INTRODUCTION

I.I A FEW CULTURAL POINTS

One of the earliest references to the engineering of meand,ering rivers is found in
Herodotus (Herodotus, c -450 ).

of the security conscious eueen Nitocris of Babylon he wrote

..she changed the course of the Euphrates, which flows

through Babylon. Its course was originally straight, but by

cutting channels further upstream, she made it wind about

with so many twists and turns that now it actually passes a

certain Assyrian village called Ardericca three separate

times...

The purpose of both of the excavation and of the diversion

of the river was to cause the frequent bends to reduce the

speed of the current, and to prevent a direct voyage

downstream to the city. A boat would be faced with a

devious course and at the end of her trip she would have to

make the tedious circuit of the lake.

Years Iater Cyrus was able to divert the slowed river and capture the city while
Nitocris'son Belshazzar held a particularly unsuccessful pany.

Herodotus believed that meandering could be artificially induced. Other writers

recognized that rivers meandered without human intervention and regarded them

with overtones of the supernatural. coleridge's River AIph is probably one of
English literature's best known examples



Five miles meandering with a maay motion

Through wood and dale the sacred river ran.

Kubla Khan

The term meander comes from the name of a particulady sinuous river in north-

west Turkey called in Greek Maiandros (pcrav6po() and in Latin Maender.

Milton thought of it as a place of enchantment.

Sweet Echo, sweetest nymph that livst unseen

Wirhin thy airy shell

By slow Maender's margent green

And in the violet embroidered dale

Comus

Ambrose Bierce was less enchanted:

Meander: The word is the ancient name of a river about

one hundred and fifty miles south of Troy, which turned

and twisted in the effort to get out of hearing when the

Greeks and Trojans boasted of their prowess.

The Devil's Dictionary

An interesting local example arises in the accounts of the various taniwha in New
Zealandrivers. These are all said to inhabit bends or meanders, never straight

reaches.

A prosaic mind might maintain that helicoidal currents on bends would result in
grcater losses to drowning. These extra losses would be explained as the

predations of a taniwha. On the other hand the fanciful might maintain that

taniwha like spa baths!



1.2 TTIE ENGII{EER AND TIIE RIVER

In one of his lesser known works, Robert Louis Stevenson (Lgz4) provided a

rueful description of his father, the civil engineer Thomas Stevenson, 'on vacation,

by a river.

On Tweedside, or by the Lyne or Manor, we have spent

whole afternoons; to me, at the time, extremely wearisome;

to him, as I am now sorry to think binerly mortitying. The

river was to me a pretty and various spectacle; I could not

see - I could not be made to see it otherwise. To my father

it was a chequer-board of Iively forces, which he traced

from pool to shallow with minute appreciation and

enduring interest. "That bank was being undercut," he

might say; "Why? Suppose you were to pur a groin out

here, would not the fiIum fluminis be cast abruptly off
across the channel ? and where would it impinge upon the

other shore ? and what would be the result ? Or suppose

you were to blast that boulder, what would happen ?

Follow it - use the eyes God has given you _ can you not

see that a great deal of land can be reclaimed upon this

side?" It was to me like school in holidays; but to him,

until I had worn him out with my invincible triviality, a

delight.

Here Stevenson pdre sees the river, not as a source of aesthetic relief but as a set of
interacting forces, susceprible to modification by man.

While we would expect a civil engineer of the 1990s to be more sympathetic to

Roben Louis'viewpoint, the interacting forces are still there and engineers are still
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fascinated by the aspects described by Thomas Stevenson and by other aspects as

well. All these are influenced by the curvature of the river.

The engineer's first concerns are planimetric; the shape of the river, its position on

the flood plain, the shapes of the cross-section. The stability of these factors

depends on the degree of erosion which in turn depends on velocity.

Flow through a meander is three-dimensional and it can be resolved into a primary

downstream velocity and a transverse secondary velocity. The latter is a rotating

cell and is responsible for most of the erosion of the outside bank. The loosened

sediment is moved downstream and deposited. Eventually, the whole meander

pattern migrates across the plain if unhindered.

on a shorter time frame, the engineer is concerned with flood flows. while the

volume flow is a given, the engineer is required to predict water levels, to design

suitable flood defences and to estimate the effect if the defences fail.

At the back of all this are the theoretical aspects. Meandering is not limited to
rivers. It is a fluid phenomena and rivers and streams are near the midpoint of a
continuum which ranges from tiny threads of water on plates to ocean currents.

Related to this is the question of why rivers meander. Most explanations relate to

riverine situations and ignore other cases.

All of these aspects have been exhaustively studied. However a survey of the

literature reveals an interesting gap. There has been very little work on unsteady

flow in curved channels. This is rather strange as designing for floods, dam break

waves etc. are an important part of Civil Engineering



Ts I.NSTEADY FLOW IN CURVED CHA}INELS

While unsteady flow can in general be a continuum of fluctuations, for civil
engineers, unsteady flow in open channels usually means discrete d.isturbances

with long wavelengths. The wave generated by a dam break may have a length

which corresponds to a multiple of the length of the released reservoir where the

size of the multiple depends on the nature of the failure i.e. the lower the breach

the more water is lost, and the longer the wavelength. For a flood wave the

wavelength depends on the length of the rainfall period and the resulting inflow to
the channel. A substantial groundwater inflow, as opposed to overland (surface)

flow can extend the wave period to much longer than the rainfall period. It is
possible to have flood waves where the wavelength is longer than the channel.

Consequently, the equations describing unsteady flow are frequently referred to as

long wave equations.' As a rule of thumb long waves are defined to be those

where the depth:wavelength ratio is much less than unitv.

Probably the only short waves that the civil engineer will encounter in free surface

work are the wind induced waves set up by wind blowing along a reservoir. The

size of these waves is a function of wind velocity and fetch (distance that the wind

has blown over) and the literature contains various empirical formulae for this

function. As these waves are rarely a consideration in open channel work they are

not considered further in this thesis.

When considering long waves in curved channels, particularly in natural channels,

the standard methods in use at present, tend to be rather ad hoc. There are two

approaches' One is to treat the channel as if it were a straight channel of length

equal to the talweg (the path rraced out by the deepest part of the bed) and to

include curvarure by adjusting the friction terms. (cowan,I956). Altematively
correction coefficient are added to the coefficient of the de saint-venant
equations. This latter method was used in the later version of the dam break

prediction computer package DAMBRK. (Fread, 1993b)



As neither of these approaches represents a particularly systematic approach, the

object of this thesis is to develop a coherent set of long wave models which

explicitly include curvature.There are three long wave models in general use.

These are, in order of increasing complexity , the kinematic model, and the

diffusion model, and the dynamic model. They are decribed in detail in Section

2.1

1.4 TIil SCOPE OF TIIIS THESIS

The first step in this thesis is to describe the long wave models for the srraight

channel case as they are presented in the engineering literature. Accordingly
Chapter 2 introduces the de Saint-Venant equations and describes the three long
wave models mentioned in Section 1.3. An new analysis of a linearisation of the

de Saint-Venant equations (Chapter 3) which is based on some unpublished work
by Fenton (1996), provides further insight into long waves in straight channels,
particularly the dispersive and diffusive effects.

The first step to obtain the equivalent curvilinear models is to derive the de Sainr

Venant equations in curvilinear coordinates (Chapter 4).For completeness this is

done in terms of three sets of variables, discharge and cross-sectional area,

discharge and surface level and velocity and surface level. As the de Saint-Venant

equations in terms of discharge and area are the simplest of the three, the three

basic models are derived in terms of these variables only and are then compared

with the straight channel cases (Chapter 5). The methods of linearisation and

analysis described in Chapter 3 are applied to the curvilinear case in Chapter 6.

It was possible to carry out a limited verification of the dynamic model developed

in Chapter 5 by comparison with data from laboratory experiments on a physical

dam break model. This was a simplified situation with a level channel bed, two



straight channels and a singlb constant curve. The comparison is described in
Chapter 7 andindicates that the model developed in this thesis is a reasonable

description of the behaviour of long waves in curved channels. Ideally the model

should be tested against a more complex set of meanders.

Although chapter 8 concludes the thesis by providing a summary and some

thoughts on future work, there are two appendices which present two special

cases. Appendix I presents a complete model for the case where flow is assumed

to be irrotational. This model utilises the curvilinear de Saint-Venant in terms of
velocity and surface level which were derived in Chapter 4. Appendix 2 contains

the results of a hand calculation done to estimate the velocity of a dynamic wave

when allowance has been made for curvature. This calculation suggests that

curvature may have a strong effect on the celerity (wave velocity) especially for
curved channels with small radii of curvature or markedly assymetric cross-

sections. A third appendix , Appendix 3 contains data from the simulated model
study.



II TINSTEADY FLOW IN OPEN CHAIYNELS

2.l INTRODUCTION

While the main emphasis of this thesis is on the effects of open channel curvature,

it is necess:uy to establish a baseline by describing unsteady flow in straight

channels. As the literature on the theory of unsteady flow in straight channels, and

the application of that theory goes back to the mid-nineteenth century, the work

described in this chapter is now regarded as standard and is generally accepted. It

is anticipated that equations describing long waves in curved channels would

consist of the straight channel expression with curvilinear corrections.

Unsteady flow in open channels is controlled by the principles of conservation of

mass and momentum. These principles are usually described by the de Saint_

venant equations which are discussed in the following section 2.2.

Before the advent of high-speed computers, engineers rarely endeavored to solve

the de saint-venant equations. Instead they developed a range of flow routing

methods of varying complexity.

The simplest of these are the lumped flow routing methods. These do not utilise

the de Saint-Venant equations directly, but instead estimate flow properties such

as discharge, water level etc., as a function of time only at critical points on the
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hydrologic/trydraulic network -usually water course junctions. These methods are

often referred to as hydrologic routing as they are more suited to hydrologic

studies than to design for hydraulic structures such as flood defenses.

Distributed flow (or hydraulic) routing methods were developed for use when it

was necessary to know flow properties as a function of both space and time, e.g.

stopbank design. As these methods are based on the mass conservation equation

and various simplifications of the momentum equation, the methods are

sometimes referred to as routin g models. For the purpose of this thesis, the term

model is used for the pair of equations and any supplementary equations which

may be developed from the de Saint-Venant equations. The term routing will

apply to the process of successively solving the equations along the channel.

The three main models are: kinematic, where friction and bed slope are the only

momentum tenns; diffusion, where the momentum equation consists of the

pressure friction and bed slope terms; and dynamic model, which is described bv

the full momentum equation i.e. inertia, pressure, friction and bed slope terms.

Ponce and simons (1977) also define a gravity model where the momentum

equation contains inertia and pressure terms, but this model appears to have

minimal practical application because of the neglect of the friction and bed slope

effects. As the momentum equation does not include the bed slope term, the title

gravity model is something of a misnomer.

sections 2.3,2.4 and2.5 will discuss each of these models in rurn.
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2.2THB DE SArNT-VENANT EQUATTONS

2.2.llntroduction

Flow in open channels is conventionally described by one dimensional equations

of mass conservation (continuity) and conservation of momentum which were first

published by the French engineer de saint-venant over a hundred years ago (de

saint-venant, 1871). Since then the subject has generated an extensive body of

literature including monographs and textbook sections. A standard text on the

application of the de Saint-venant equations is ,practical 
Aspects of

computational River Hydraulics' by J.A.cunge, F.M. Holly and A.verwey,

Pitman, London 1980.

In his paper de Saint-Venant uses full derivatives, and 's' for the downstream

coordinate. It is more correct to express the equations in terms of partial

derivatives since the state variables are functions of both distance and time. Also

's' has come to imply an arc length. The derivations which follow beginning in

Section 2.2-3 will use x for the downstream distance in the straight channel case.

In the derivation described in paragraph 6 of his paper, de Saint-Venant assumes a

prismatic canal with a rectangular cross-section and varying water depth. His form

of the mass-conservation equation is



ll

where

a is the cross-sectional area,

U is the average velocity across the cross_section a ,

s is the downstrcam coordinate, positive in the downsffeam direction, and

r is time.

The conservation of mornentum equation is,

#.P*,

dg 
= 

r du *!_!!*Z_ Fds g dt e ds opg

where,

{ is surface level measured vertically upwards,

7 is the wette{ perimeter of the cross_section,

p is the density,

g is acceleration due to gravity, and

ZF:- is a form of friction slope.@p8

Q.2.r-L)

(2.2.r-2)

De saint-venant did not specifically define F. Instead he defined pgF asbeing

the bed friction for shallow beds ('le frottement du fond par uniti superficielle').

It may be argued that this first set of equations is unsatisfactory, as they are rwo

equations in three variables (r,u ,C). However for the case de saint-venant

considered, a prismatic channel with rectangular cross-section, there is an obvious
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relationship between a and f , although there is the complication that { is

measured vertically upwards. It is necessary to define the datum carefully.

In paragraph 7 of his paper, de saint-venant simplifies his equations by re-

expressing them in terms of two variables, the depth y (measured vertically

downwards ,o tt ut 4{ dv

d, = -A) and average velocity U, and ignores friction

effects. The equations become respectively;

!' +d(uY) =o (2.2.1-3)

and

dsdt

dy dU Uda
I 

---T-- = v.ds 'clt ds
(2.2.14)

These are the simplest form of the de Saint-Venant equations in the literature but

the neglect of friction severely limits their application.

2-2-2 u ndedying Assumptions of the conventional Derivation

As the de SainrVenant equations have become part of the standard open channel

lore, it is easy for engineers to forget that their derivation was based on certain

assumptions. There remains the danger that the equations may be applied in

circumstances where the underlying assumptions are not valid.
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Ven Te Chow et.al-,(1988, Section 9.1.) indicate that derivations which are based

on de Saint-venant's approach imply the following assumptions:

1. FIow is one-dimensional; depth and velocity vary only in the

longitudinal direction of the channel. This implies that the velocity is

constant and the water surface is horizontal across any section

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis.

2. Flow is assumed to vary gradualy along the channel so that hydrostatic

pressure prevails and vertical accelerations can be neglected.

3. The longirudinal axis of the channel is approximated as a straight line.

4. The bottom slope of the channel is small and the channel bed is fixed;

that is, the effects of scour and deposition are negligible.

5' Resistance coefficients for steady uniform turbulent flow are applicable to

unsteady flow, so that relationships such as the Manning and ch6zy

equations which relate velocity, hydraulic radius (area divided by wetted

perimeter), slope and friction coefficient can be used to describe resistance

effects.

6. The fluid is incompressible throughout the flow.
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For a natural channel, assumptions 2, 5 and 6 are reasonable. Assumption 4 is

probably justified within the context of long waves. For other than a very short

reach, assumption 3 is not justified and assumption I is not justified at all.

However, as the next section shows, it is possible to derive the de Saint-Venant

equations without making any assumptions about the velocity distriburion. Using

discharge (Q and cross-sectionar area (A) as variables and beginning with the

principles of conservation of mass and momentum in integral form does this.

2.2.3 Derivations From Integral Forms

Fenton (1996) first set out the following derivation in an unpublished paper on the

straight-line case. The same method is use in chapter 4, to derive the de saint-

venant equations for curved channels using curvilinear coordinates.

This derivation uses the control volume and notation of Figure 2.2.3-L.Extending

the control volume into the air above the water surface obviates the need to

esiablish a boundary condition on the free surface.

Mass'Conservation Equation: The principle of mass conservation in integral

fonn (streeter and wylie, 19g5, section 3.3) may be written as

*l*oou+J Pu.d.d = o, Q.2.3-r)
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.tt I
top of

control
section

water
surface

Figure 2.2.3-l control volume for unsteady FIow in an open channet

where r is dme, p is the fluid density, r is the velocity vector through the area

element dA and dA is avector representing an area element of the control surface,

with direction normal to and directed outwards from the control surface. Hence

w.dA is equal to the component of velocity normal to the surface at any point

multiplied by the elemental area of the control surface. The first term is the time

rate of change of mass within the control volume and the second term is mass rate

of flow through the area dA.

As the density of air is zero, the domain of integration in the first integral is the

volume of water in the control volume. As dV = dx dA,the first integral becomes

u ----. /
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dr l"
dtJ*Pdv = PfiJ*aat

which by Leibniz' rheorem (Section 4.I.3.2)becomes

o{l-aea* = pa'# (2.2.3-2)

considering the second term in Equation (2.2.3-l),the flow entering the upstream

face is - p Q, and that leaving the control volume through the downstream face is

t- , ( ao \p(p+ aQ)= 
An*fiax f 

. Hence, the change within rhe control volume is
\,/

,#*. When there is also inflow from rainfall, groundwater or tributaries

('lateral inflow) entering the channel at a volume rate of q per unit length, the

extra mass leaving the control volume is - p q dx , with a negative sign because of

the convention that q positive corresponds to flow entering the volume.

combining the two terms gives the total mass-conservation equation as,

,*#* pd*#- pdxq =0,

Of'

AA , AQ

;;''.=q' (2.2.3-3)

This is an exact expression and suggests that discharge Q andcross-sectional area

A may be more fundamental variables than verocity and depth.
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Momentum Equation: This derivation begins with the integral form of Newton,s

Second Law (Streeter and Wylie, 19g5, Section 3.3);

*l*o"*+J uu.aA =EF, (2.2.34)

where EF is the total force acting on the fluid in the confol volume, including

both surface and body forces. As the aim is to develop a one-dimensional

momentum equation, only the component in the x (downstream) direction is

considered.

First Integral: To evaluate the first integral, dv is set equal to dA dxso the

a,. )integral becomes 
uJo"dAdx, which can be rearranged as oaxfilua,

where a is the downstream componenr of velocity. This equals pd.+.
dt

second integral: The nvo contributions to this term from upstream and

downstream faces are.

pl"F u)aa na p | ("**l'* ,

,*ff*\ o * )

whereo in an increm ent dx,n has increased by 
** and the cross-sectional area

Aa rav ?e.The net contribution can be written as pdr+luru, and if thedx }rt^

lateral inflow has a velocity of un the rate at which this momentum leaves the

control volume i. - p dxqu,rgiving the total net contribution of the term as
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o*+lr,dA- p&qu,.
o x"o

It will be demonstrated in Chapter4 that

' 'rA=Q'Ju', A.A

so the second term becomes,

,4,i# ##)-pdxQuq

Force term: Chow et.al. (l9gg) identify five forces acting on the control volurne,

gravity, friction, pressure, contraction and expansion of the channel and wind

shear on the water surface. For the work in this thesis it is assumed that the last

two factors are negligible.

The contribution of pressure to the surface forces can be written as- - [ e d.a ,

where p is the pressure and the negative sign indicates that rt, pr"r.orl ach in the

direction opposite to the outward normal. This is more easily derived by utilising

Gauss' Divergence Theorem (Milne-Thomson, l 96g, section 2.6 r),which on

allowing for different sign convention for the outwards nonnal gives

Iron'= [v pav

where v i, ,h";"n,ln".u,or. Hence the ner pressure force on a crosed surface

equals the volume integral of the pressure gradient throughout the region enclosed

by the surface. As interest is restricted to the x direction vp becomr, 
92. g, 1,
dx
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is assumed that the pressure is hydrostatic then the pressure at any level z is given

by,

p(x, n, z,t) = p gQlG,n,t)- .),

where, 4 is the water level. Hence.

P= psY.
ox ctx

(2.2.3-s)

Substituting this into the pressure integral term Ieads to an integral over the area,

i.e.

- 
lo 

o dv = -p s a,[!a+ = -p I * o* (2.2.3-6)

As the cross-sectional area can be defined in terms of the water depth as

o= IQi - zu)dy ,

where B is the width at the surface, then the partial derivative of area with respect

to downstream distance is

where y is the transverse coordinate. performing the integration gives,

0e r(dn ?e"\
#=[#-*)0,,

#=,[#.*J'

(2.2.3-7)

(2_2.3-8)

where S, is the mean downstream slope across the width of the channel with the

usual engineering convention that the mean slope is positive when the channel

slopes downwards i. A z^ Ane. ; rs negarive. Substiruting for # tn the last temr of
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Equation (2.2.3-6)gives, O*+#- p dx g AS,.

ff the gravity and friction forces are regarded as combined into a single body

force per unit mass/ then the total body force is I Ot av. The usual practice is to

set the downstream componenr I as - g s, *t",: s, is the friction slope.

Substituting this to get the downstream body force gives

IO 
r, dV = -p g s, drc[ dA = -p dx sAS, .

Assembling the terms and dividing through by p d,c gives the momentum

equation as

(2.2.3-e)

dQ +ze ae *( s A_ 0')aa ^ A o;;' A a, "[ ?-7 Jfu- sASo+sASt =QU,t' Q'2'3-rO)

Equations (2-2-3-3) and (2.2.3-10) form a pair of one-dimensional de Saint-Venanr

equations with the added advantage that their form is not dependent on the shape

of the channel. The equations can also be derived in two or three dimensions, but

these are generally dependent on the shape of the channel. Engineers csncerned

with long wave problems generaly find a one-dimensional model adequate. In

the work that follows in this chapter, each model is described by a pair of one_

dimensional equations.
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2.3 KIIYEI\4ATIC MODEL

2.3.1Derivation of the Model

The rnodel is described by the pair of equations;

aA.aQ
E''o=q, (2.3.1-1)

and

Sl =S,' (2.3.1-2)

This model is based on the assumption that the momentum of unsteady flow is the

same as that of steady uniforrn flow, and the wave property follows primarily

from the lrass-corls€rvation equation. Consequently, an expression for kinematic

wave celerity may be obtained from one of the steady flow equations such as

Ch6zy or Manning,(Chow et.al Iggg\.

Manning's equation (S.I. form) states that

, - 
R''t *t,,To, , (2.3.1_3)

where U is average velocity,

R is hydraulic radius (= A/p),

P is wetted perimeter and

z is the Manning constant (dimensional).
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As o = AU and s, = sl the Manning equation can also be written in the form

o=1":::' llQ,,, ,

Luo J

which may be written generally as,

A=aep.

Hence the mass-conservation equation in e and A becomes.

#.apen-'Iff=0.

(2.3.r4)

(2.3.1-5)

Q.3.1-6)

(2.3.r-7)

(2.3.1-8)

An increment in flow (de) canbe written 
',de = 

a rg**#dr, which on

dividing through by &becornes

dQ 
=dQ +0e at

dx 0x 0t dx'

which equals the volume flow per unit length, This equation is equivalent to the

mass-conservation equation provided,

apep-t =*.

However as a PeP-t, i, # then the kinematic wave verocity d,x/dt quarsdQ

aQ

AA

Expanding the mass conservation equation into the forrn,
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(2.3.r-e)

and using c to designate the wave velocity, the equation on multiplying through by

c becomes,

a AaO aO

--+3=gdQ 3t ?x

aQ. ao
a, 

*'fr=cQ'

the kinematic wave equation.

(2.3.1-10)

Perturbation analysis of the conrplete one-dimensional de Saint-Venant equations

by Ponce and Simon (1977) indicated that kinematic waves;

1) Propagate downstream only,

2) Have celerity equal to 1.5 x the rnean flow velocity, and

3) Have zero attenuation.

This analysis assumed the Ch6zy formula. As is discussed in the following

chapter, an analysis, which utilised the Manning formula instead, may give a

different value for celeritv.

As the kinematic model is effectively controlled by the rnass-conservation

equation which is exact, the kinematic rnodel is the only one of the three models

to have an exact solution. A tlpical analytical example based on the method of

characteristics is as follows. Beginning with Equation (2.3.1-10)

aQ. ao
a, '"fr-- cQ '



a

ild inEoducing new,eharacteiistic coordinates"

t=*+et
tl'= x-ct

thenftom theahainnrle,

P=P"-P", (2.3.r-r1)0r A€ dn

and

aQ _aQ _,0Q
o*= a€- an

Substituting into Equatisn (2.3.1-t0) gives

9=!.a€ 2'

Integrating by separadng the variables results in,

g = l€ + f (rt)= l(* * a)*(' - *)"

t** f!)=r('),

where/(x-cr) is an arbiaary func,tion depending on the borrnd€y conditions, e.g.

e,-o =F(r).

S'ubstinrting: into Equatisn (2,3. 1- 14) glves

Q.3.1-12)

Q.3.r-13)

(2.3.1-14)

Q.3.1-t5)

so that

fk)= F(*)'1.*. (23.1"16)

Theref,ore,

g(*,t) = !ft + o)+ F (x - ")- t(- - 
erl = qct + F(r - cr) . p.3.t-r7)
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2.3.2 Applications

The general kinematic model was first fully described by Lighthill and Whitham

(1955). They introduced it as a functional relationship between:

(1) The flow q (quantity per unit time),

(2) The concentration (quantity per unit distance), and

(3) The position x,

and applied it to a range of physical situations including traffic flow on long

crowded roads. In Section 2 of their paper they pointed out that 'several writers

independently have given the theory of continuous kinematic waves ..., as

applyrng to flood movement', including Boussinesq (1877), Kleitz (1858,

unpublished), and Seddon (1900).

Lighthill and Whitham emphasised that'we do not claim that kinematic wave

theory gives a really exact model of flood movement 'but could act 'as a first

approximation'to the dynamic model. Subsequent work has shown that the

kinematic model can be applied to a limited range of flood problems. Its use is

restricted to cases with single value stage discharge rating curves (i.e. no loop

ratings), insignificant backwater effects and channel slopes (i.e tangent of angle of

inclination) greater than 0.001, (W.M.O., 1981). Instead of using discharge as a

function of stage (water level), the rating curves are handled by using the form
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Q=dA',

where a and m are parameters depending on the shape of the cross-section, e.g.

for a wide rectangular channel of width B,

l-itrla=| '=,. lS9't
LnB''' t'"

andm is 1.67 (I-ettenmeir & Woods, 1993).

As the waves propagate only downstrearn, reverse (negative) waves cannot be

predicted.

In addition to the analytical solutions using characteristics, direct solutions by

finite difference approximation of either explicit or implicit types are also used.

Sometimes these solutions of the kinematic model do show attenuation even

though the kinematic wave equation does not predict attenuation. This is caused

by the numerical erors introduced by the finite difference solution. (Fread 1993a)

The model may be used for overland flow routing in hydrological basin models

(such as IIEC-I) but should be used. for channel routing only when the hydrograph

rises slowly, the'channel slope is moderate to steep, and the hydrograph

attenuation is quite small (Fread, 1993b).
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2.4 DITTUSION MODEL

2.4.LTlne Model

In this case, the important force is the pressure, so the model can be described

mathematically as

aA , aQ
;;*t=q' (2.4.r-r)

and

(2.4.r-2)

The terms 'diffusion' and 'dispersion' have quite clear meanings in physics. They

usually imply the evening out of some form of concentration, be it solid, liquid,

gas or energy. This is shown mathematically by an expression where the time rate

of change of the concentration is proportional to second derivative with respect to

distance (diffirsion) and to the third derivative with respect to distance

(dispersion). (See Section 2.4.2)

For long waves, diffrrsion means the smoothing out of regions of curvature.

Dispersion occurs when the wave speed depends on wavelength so an arbitrary

disturbance may disperse out into different waves travelling at different speeds.

The terminology seems to have been carried over into analysis of long waves as

(+ #l#=sA(s, -s,)=quo.
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the phenomena can be described (mathematically) by the same form of equations -

time rate of change proportional to both the second and third derivative with

respect to distance.

Ponce and Simons (1977) demonstrated by a pernrbation analysis that diffusion

waves would

1) Only travel downstream.

2) Have celerity equal to 1.5 x the mean water velocity (i.e. equal to that of

the kinematic wave)

3) Attentuate at a rate that depended on a dimensionless wave number

2I
given bV * where, I is the wavelength of the disturbance and L" is the

L

horizontal length over which a steady uniform flow of the same velocity

drops a head equal to its depth.

As in their analysis of the kinematic model, friction was allowed for by use of the

Ch€zy equation.

The diffusion model can be used for routing in rivers without significant

backwater effects and where the channel slope is greater than 0.05. If there is

some doubt as to the wisdom of using the diffirsion model, the engineer should do

a sample calculation of the size of the deleted inertia factors to check that they are

negligible compared to the pressure, gravitational and friction terms.
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2.4.2 Convective-Diffusion Equation

Since the advent of high-speed computers most attention has been focused on

solutions for the equations which describe the kinematic and dynamic models. The

literature suggests that there has been minimal interest in obtaining solutions for

the equations describing the diffusion model. Instead engineers have continued to

use what may be called the conventional method'. This has been to approach the

diffusion model through what has been called a convective-diffusion equation.

Equations of similar form can be found in telecommunications (Telegrapher's

Equation) and in thermodynamics (Heat-Conduction Equation). These methods

can also allow for an estimation of dispersive effects.

The convective-diffusion equation is obtained by combining the mass-

conservation and momennlm equations into a single equation in one variable.

Higher order time derivatives are eliminated in favour of space derivatives to

given an equation of the forrr

9= r{!.'* od-' 9 * nd'9 .Dr dx dx- -a*t'

where c is the negative of the celerity value, D is the diffusion coefficient and E is

the dispersion coeffi cient.

This method is described in detail in Chapter 3, and a simple case drawn from the

literature is described below.
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Weinmann and Laurenson (1984) describe the coefficient of tf," f *

'responsible for the convective (translational) characteristics', whereas Ferrick

et.al. (1984) define it as the kinematic wave velocity. This is not strictly correct,

as the coefficient is the celerity of the diffusive wave. It is numerically equal to

the kinematic wave velocity only because Ferrick et.al.'s derivation forces it to

equal the kinematic wave velocity. (See Section3.3.2.l).

This method is demonstrated by the following example, of a diffirsion model in a

wide prismatic channel with no lateral inflow (Ferrick et al, 1984).

The method begins with the de Saint-Venant equations in terms of discharge Q

and flow depth y i.e.

There is general agreement that the coefficient d *is the'diffusion coefficient,
dx"

which represents the attenuation of the flood wave. If the two coefficients are

fitted to observed hydrographs, the diffusion coefficient can account for the

effects of channel irregularities and flood plain storage, (Weimann and Laurenson,

1984). The coefficient of P t, the dispersion coefficient.
dx'
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(2.4.?.1)

In this versiol-r of th€'momentum equation, the friction term has been replaced by

theChda equation.

Fsrick et, al. then describe thenort step by:

Tf the coefficients of (1) and (2) (the de Saint-Venant equations)

ax€ a$sumed coustant at apprnpriate reference values, the

cquations can be' eombined and expressed in terros of a single

dependent variable.'

This, is most easily do. ne as follows. The equations ars linearised by expandiag

about a steady unifoqn flow and in tErms:of a small paraneter 6 ts give,

Q(x,t):= Qu + 6 Q, +...

and

Y(*,t)=Y,+6Yr +...

Substituting into the de Saint-Veoaut quqtious gives the follou'ing eguations of

zero and first ordem: -

#.*#=n,
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The mass conservation at firsi order is,

B+*19'=6.
dt dx

The momentum equation at zero order is,

E,
BY:?-gBYoso=o'

so that

g, = -Q3- .

B'Y: S.

(2.4.2-3)

(2.4.24)

This shows that, as expected, Q, and {are not independent, and Q is proportional

to Y3tz.

The momentum equation at first order, after substituting for C2 from Equation

(2.4.2-4),is

Y.(*'' #)* -3 sBY, .ryn, .H* = o (2'4 2 5)

A single equation is obtained by differentiating Equation (2.4.2-3) with respect to

x, differentiating Equation (2.4.2-5) with respect to r and them substituting for

u -o'1 un6 6 $ . This gives,
dxdt dt

2pBY,S,OQ, +?o( dQ, *( Ql _,r\a'Z, n2Q" O'Q, *OtQ, =n_o. a, rJuo ar'14- tro )r* - tn a.ariaT:v'
(2.4.2-6)

which illustrates the combination of constant coefficients and variables. However
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the conventional method is to now substitute Q arrdy for Q, and f", to substitute

Q andy for Qrand f, and to try to remember which Q andy are variables and

which are constants! (This cavalier approach to mathematical analysis is unlikely

to be met with favour by an applied mathematician.) This point is taken up in

Section 2.4.3.) If this is done and the equation rearranged to give unit coefficient

for Q/t, the resulting equation is

ae , 3e aO .( e' - sB'y'e\a'e , e' A'Q , O O'Q _n
a,-nra"-[ wl#'r*ua"a,-{ss, a, -''

(2.4.2-7)

which is Ferrick et.al's Equation (3). Weinmann and Laurenson (1979) call this the

convective diffusion equation.

The next step is to remove the # *o 
#factors. 

Equation (2.4.2-7)is

rewritten ag

oe, te ry*+W+.g+)' n-*] = o. (2.4.2-8)E- zBy a*- z\Blsyla'- Byt )"-# I

It is then assumed that

aQ 
= _3Q aQ

0t 2By dx'

so that the resulting equation is

aQ-30ap_* Q I Q' _,'lE'O=nE*zBrar-Mt6-r.1*z =u' (2.4.2-e)
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The actual values agree with Ponce and simons' values.

The diffusion coefficient derived above can be expressed in terms of the Froude

. -( v ) o (p, \number 1=i= |* *l[ {g'./ 28s'[4 -l

et.al- who also present a dispersion coefficient as function of the diffusion

coefficient D i.e.

E = F2 *n =-@-pzr+-t) (2.4.2-ro)25, 4BS"- [+ 
')

The paper also contains a dimensionless diffrrsion coefficienr

D.= Q [t'-,)
2BS,cLxl 4 ')' (2.4.2-rr)

and a dimensionless dispersion coefficienr,

u"=",[#) (2.4.2-r2)

where Ax is a distance increment down the channel. The further the value of D*

is from 1, the more diffrrsion dominates over celerity and the further the value of

E* is from 1, the more dispersion dominates over diffrrsion. For natural rivers, E*

is generally much less that l, showing that the flow is controlled more bv

frictional than inertial forces.

2.4.3 Limitations of the Conventional Approach

While the simultaneous use of Q and,y as both constants and variables in the same

equation is questionable, the blithe assumption tt ut P = - 3Q A Q ,

dt n" a. Dnngs ln an
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even more serious limitation. This assumption implies that there is a single wave

travelling downstrearn at a speed of 1.5 times the water velocity. Any possibility

of a wave travelling upstream is specifically precluded and the value of the

celerity of the downstream wave is specifically defined. The sole justification for

this seems to be is that it works and gives the required form of equation. An

alternative analysis, presented in Chapter 3, indicates that this assumption is

suspect.

2.4.4 Routing Methods Based on the Diffusion Model

The Muskingum-Cunge method (Cunge, 1969) is one of the most frequently used

diffusion routing methods. In this, the kinematic Muskingum method is changed

into a diffusion method which pred.icts hydrograph attenuation.

Muskingun-Cunge method uses the recursive equations

Qli' = crQi" + crQl + c3 Ql+r + c 
"

(2.4.4-r)

where the coefficients are defined as
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f,-= At -2K X

Cz=

2K(- x)+Ar'

At +2K X
zK(r- x)+ar'

Ct= 2Kg- X )-Ar
2K!-x)+Ar'

C-=
q, Ax Lt-'- 2r(1- x)+Ar'

wherb, Kis a storage constant with dimensions of time r and X is a weighting

facto-r showing tho relativ€ imp-ortance of inflow and outflow to the storage. They

are calculated by

K= At
e

and

(2.4,e2)

x=L - Qn

2c B^S, A; Q.4.+3'

whexe,

Q" is the'mean dischargg

e is the kinEmatic wave,speed"

Bo is the water top width equivalent to Q"

$" is the oxergJ grade line,

Anisthereach length.

The recirsive equation can be solved by eithu a linem or non-linearmethod- In

the finear sslution, K andX are assumed to be constant fm all tirue steps in each
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reach or are computed from linown flow properties. The non-linear solution is

more accurate. An estimated value of Qll' andits corresponding water surface

elevation ('h') are used to calculate K and X. This iterative solution is continued

until it converges to a suitably small values of h such as 0.003 m.

Other diffusion routing schemes include PAB (Parabolic and Backwater) (Todini

and Bossi, 1985) and Zero-Inertial (Strelkoff and Katopodes,1977).

2.4.5 Applicability Criteria for the Kinematic and Diffusion Models

Previous paragraphs have qualitatively stated when the kinematic and diffusion

models should be applied. An examination of the literature also shows methods of

obtaining quantitative criteria as to when the two models are applicable. These

include:

Ponce, Li and Simons: In their 1977 paper, referred to previously, Ponce and

Simons calculated the propagation celerities and logarithmic decrements for the

kinematic and diffusion wave models. Ponce, Li and Simons (1978) used these

variables to estimate the limits of applicability of the kinematic and diffusion

models. Although the kinematic and diffi:sion models were treated a having the

same celerity, only the diffusion wave shows aftenuation. Hence the engineer can

judge which of the kinematic or diffusion models best describes the wave in

question, by estimating the size of the attenuation. The general logarithmic

decrement (A ) is defined as
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d = h(a, )- tn(a, ) (2.4.s-L)

where ao and at are respectively the wave amplitudes at the beginning and end of

one wave period. The logarithmic decrement for the diffusion model (d, ) was

shown by Ponce and Simon to be

Ur=-Y

/\
here , =rl3 I tr the dimensionless wave period of the unsteady component of

lL, )

the linearised analysis with ? the wave period , uo the steady uniform flow mean

velocity and Lo is as previously defined (Section 2.4.1). The kinematic model will

be valid when d, is close to 0, or alternatively when the attenuation factor of the

diffusion model exp(d, ) is close to l. For choice of the model tobe 95Vo

accurate, must be greater than 171 (Table l, Ponce, Li and Simon). Hence for

channels with mild slopes, the kinematic model applies only when the period is

very long. This is typical of slow-rising flood waves.

Ponce Li and Simons also established an applicability boundary for the diffusion

and dvnamic models. This is commented on in Section 2.5.3

Fread: In his 1983 paper, Fread makes a quantitative assessment by estimating

the size of the terms in the momentum equation, which are neglected. Firstly the

terms which are candidates for omission are normalized with respect to the

channel bed slope .9, . This ratio is expressed in hydraulic variables which allow
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fiora range of channel slopes'arid lnflow hyd:rograph shapes. The momsntum

equation is obtained in the form

0y

9 = r.9*4tgfgt*[,-a]rP-gl, (2.4.s-z)
s, -^ ' Kvso' ss" L r [dr)' t^ x )n at 0r l' \--.-- -'

whefo,

ts is ch,annel width,

f is a cross-setional shape factor, ftinematic wave s@ c = KV),

.9 is the ft,ictior,r slope

Vis average dorrnsuem velocit.y, and

y is water depth.

This is then re-expressed in tbrms of the hydro,graph parameters and in US

Custourary units (g = 32 ff/s) to grve

Q.4.s-3)

where

yP.0001117M

-

T,Sotr(Ve

0
=l+{

,Su
+ [u.['il*)-']

MV,0.00@0863

\s"

B _l6wT,ve LB.
MB Ax

QA.5;4)

(9 is a measure of the non-prismatic charaeteristic o-f the rout'rng reach),'Ax

yo is the.peak depth,

Vo is the peak velocity,
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Q is the time in hr from the beginning of rise to the centre of gravity of

the hydrograph,

M is amultiplier, which adjusts the straight line approximation for the

rising limb of the hydrograph to that maximum slope associated with the

rising limb of a hydrograph having a garnma distribution. It is calculated

rrom, , =+(i)o ,1 ,with, a={^d
T,

I. is the time in hr from beginning of rise to the peak of the hydrograph.

The minimum value of M is I when the rising limb is a straight line, and

the maximum value is 2.5which corresponds ,oL of 1.09 and t is 
2l 

.^T,3

The channel geometryis approximated by

and

B=lcy^,

. lcl,^*lA=L,
m+L

o=!= ! 
.B m+l'

(2.4.s-s\

(2.4.s-6)

(2.4.s-7)

where k, is the scaling factor and m is the shape factor e.g.m = 0 for rectangular

cross section, = 0,5 for paraboliG, = 1.0 for uiangular. Hence the non-prismatic

term p can be expressed as

(2.4.s-8)

For the Kinematic Model, the second and third terms of Equation (2.4.5-2) arc

omitted. Hence if the relative eror of the conseryation of momentum is to be less

R - L6007,L.5^ (m + Iho'6(^*') LB o

"- Mkq@'t^-'t) Ax



4L

than E,7o,thea

u,ro'0777 
M qo;'-n"o(t +t)

4sjo

with o = 
(1* l)j 

,
3m+ 5

/ t , r+3))o'-W-(' ".urro
3m+ 5

, _ 0.014S19Ao;"O'
- 

Onl'8

The parameter 
^I allows for the third term in Equation (2.4.5-2). Fread estimates

that for flow with Froude number less than 0.5, / represents less than lTVo of. the

second terrn. when the Froude number drops to 0.25, f is equivalentto 4Vo of the

second term. This illusuates that the kinematic model is the better approximation

for low Froude Number flows.

2.5 DYNANIIC MODEL

2.5.1 The Model

The dynamic model assumes that inertial factors are important as well as pressure,

friction and gravitational factors. This requires the full de Saint-Venant Equations,

@quation (2.2.3-3) and Equation (2.2.3-10),
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0a ao
E*fr=q'
aQ' 2Q ao' ( t4-+l+ - sASo + sAS, = euq(z.s.r-z)E- A a* '[T A- )dx

(2.s.1-1)

A linear analysis of the dynamic model by Ponce and Simons (1977) results in a

second order characteristic equation in terms of F', , the Froude number of the

steady uniform flow, p, a dimensionless propagation factor, and d , the

dimensionless wave number of the postulated small perturbation in the depth of

flow.

This analysis demonstrates that there are two waves ('primary'and 'secondary)

propagating along two bharacteristic paths. These can be either one downstream

(primary) and one upstream (secondary) as in the case of a dam-break, or both

downstream where the primary wave is the faster.

The actual wave celerities and attenuations as functions of { and d are as

follows;

Celerities:

(2.s.1-3)
| .( rr . 

-, ),li , -, ll;c r =r-1;[l[+ - €' 
) [ 

.+-r 
)l'

where, € =+.of-
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Logaritftmfu Decrements

Primary wav,e

E_

6t =-ibt ,(2.5,14)

Secondary lVave

6z = -Ltr .(2,5,1-5)

,dnalysis of thesE forndefinitions shows tha,t for 4<2 , primar,y uraves propaggte

downstteam and attenuiJe; for F^ =2,tpj agair propagate dowasteam but do

not arnplifyor affenuate and for {}2 also propaga,te downsheam 6t6 aml'lify.

When {(l the seeondary wav€s can move either upstrean or downsuealo, at

Fo =L they either remarn stationary or pnopagate downstream, amd for F")l , they

pro-pagate downstream. Secondary waves always attenuafe, irrespective of the

value of the Froude number.

I

lr. 12 l;
It+- €"\ *rl--**E'
fUo ) | F;
L\ . ,t

I

[+-r'J'-]'-#*r,

{+[[[*-6')' 
.,']* .+-,']*

(+
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There is a parallel pattern of dynamic wave celerity compared to kinematic wave

celerity' For { (2 , the celerity of the primary wave is larger than the kinematic

wave' at Fo - 2 the two celerities are equal, and when Fo)2, the primary wave

celerity is less than the kinematic.

2-5.2Dynamic wave ceterity from the characteristic Equations

As is mentioned in Section 2.5.4 the method of characteristics replaces nno partial

differential equations by four ordinary differential equations. Two of these define

the characteristic equations and are of the form

dJc

E = velocity term!wave celerity .

Deriving the characteristic equations to obtain an expression for the celerity of the

dynamic wave begins with the model,

a A , aQ
E*;=q, e.s.z-t)

aQ -2Qaa ,(se er\aAar' A a*-[T- -7 
)A- 8AS" + sAS t = QUq ' (2'5'2-2)

The first step is to multiply Equation (z.s.2-r)by ). add,to Equation (2.5.2-2) and

rearrange. This gives



,t5

^#-(# #)#.#.(, .+)#= qilq- ga(sn - s,)+ s'q

(2-5'23)

Conparing this wi h the gemeral differ,ence oquation,

+.++*P.P+=F(+,)dt'dxdt'dr'dxdt

sho.ws,that the equation of the characteris O" #=.f 
(t,,t),,isequivalent to

Cr.oss-ulultiplylng gives a quadratic eq.uation in A,

7, *2e.7_[e4_4j=oA l.p A")

The solutions of ;this are,

^=-1*E'
and consequently the equation defining the charasteristic is,

(2.s24)

(2.5.2-5)

@.5.2-6',)

(2.5.2-6)& =o*.lAdt lL vB

show,itrg that the cetrerity of the dynar ric wave is f
This method is demonstrated in detail in Chqptcr4 to obEin an exprcssiol forthe

chracEristic equation and wave celerity for the curvilinear dpamie equa.tion. As

expected, the expressiorr for the curvilinear case, is that for the straight ohannel

with osrrscrions fbn currvaturp,
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2.5.3 Applications of the Dynamic Model

The dynamic model can be used for the following examples of unsteady flow,

1' upstream movement of waves such as tides and storn surges,

2. Backwater effects caused by downstream reservoirs or tributary

flows,

3' unsteady flow in a river with extremery flat bed slopes, i.e less

than 0.0005,

4. Abrupt waves due to rapid releases or dam break.

Routing of spring snowmelt floods of large river systems such as the Mississippi-

ohio-Cumberland-Tennessee requires time steps of the order of 24 hours, while

floods due to hurricanes on smaller systems such as the Connecticut rivers would

need routing steps of several hours. At the other extreme, a dam break calculation

would require time steps of the order of minutes (Lettenmier and wood, 1993).

2.5.4 Routing Methods with the Dynamic Model

Advances in computer technology have led to a renaissance of the dynamic

model, as it is now possible to solve the complete De saint-venant equations

numerically. one of the earliest attempts was that of stoker, who in 1953

attempred ro model floods in the ohio River, (Fread lgg3b).
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Current numerical methods for solving the complete de Saint-Venant equations

fall into two categories, characteristic methods and direct methods. The

characteristic methods transform the two partial differential equations into a set of

four ordinary differential equations, which are then solved using finite differences.

Direct methods are either implicit or explicit. Explicit methods transform the

differential equations into a set of algebraic equations, which are solved in

sequence at each cross-section at a given time. Implicit methods solve the

equations simultaneously for all computational points at a given time. If the set is

non-linear, an iterative solution will be needed.

Explicit methods are restricted by considerations of numerical stability. Rounding

elrors and error introduced by approximating the partial differential equations as

finite differences can accumulate sufficiently to cause oscillations of length

approximately 2L,x, in the solution. To prevent this, it is necessary to satisfy the

Courant condition i.e. the time step must be less than or equal to the ratio of the

reach length to the minimum dynamic wave celeri ty; ( tt( gl 
Such small

\ u)
steps may be very expensive in computer time.

Implicit methods avoid the problem of numerical stability, but the size of their

time steps may be restricted by considerations of numerical convergence. A

popular implicit solution technique for the one-dimensional de Saint-Venant

equations is the weighted four-point scheme published by preissmann (196r).
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In this scheme the time derivative for a general dependent variable (D is

approximated by a forward difference ratio at a point centred between the i th and

(; + t)ttr points along rhe disrance axis and j rh and (; + r)trr poinrs along the rime

axis so that

For the derivative with respect to distance, the point is located between two

adjacent time lines according ro the weightings, (the rario # * shown in Figure

2.5.4-t) and 0 - d) . ttris gives

p 
= 

a(olJi - of')* 0 -eXoi., - ol )
a(oi;J -oi.')* (r-aXoi*, -oi )

-=3x Ax, Ax,

The non-derivative term is approximated at the same point

(i.e. with the same coefficients) as the derivative with

respect to x and so is,

*=a(ol.'+oi-l')
2

* 0-aXoi *oi",)
)

l+!

a
rE

E

o

lll+t
)Llm lbng th. cfi.drd

Figure 2.5.+I Reismann's Scheme

Scherne stability requires that 6

accuracy as it changes from 0.5

be greater than 0.5, but there is some loss of

to 1.0. the usual practice is to set dequal to 0.6.

Substituting these operators into the de Saint-Venant equations leads to a set of

weighted four point implicit finite-difference equations. If there are N cross-
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sections, the finite difference'equations are applied to each of the N-l rectangular

gnds; giving 2N-2 equations in 2N unknowns, Boundary conditions at the

upstream and downstream boundaries provide the required extra equations.

Solution of the equations is usually by an iterative quadratic solution technique

such as Newton-Raphson.

A detailed description of the Preissmann scheme can be found on pages 301-304

of Linsley, Kohler and Paulus (1982), in Section 4.1 I of Ligget and Cunge (L975),

and on pages 10.16 -10.2I of Fread (1993b). A discussion of stability limits was

published by Samuels and Skeels, (1990).

Computer packages based on the dynamic model include, DAMBRK, which was

developed by the US National Weather Service, and FLIJVIAL, which was

developed by the University of Illinois.

2.5.4 Boundary of Diffusion and Dynamic Models

ln their 1978 paper Ponce, Li and Simons also postulate a boundary between

diffnsion and dynamic models. They show that as I ft is the dimensionless

wave period defined in Section 2.4.5 and F the Froude Number) increases, the

celerity of the primary dynamic wave (i.e. downstream) tends to the celerity of the

diffusion wave. The celeritv eror for the diffusion model will be less than 57o

provided 1 = 
t . They postulate that for the amplitude error of the diffusion.F
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model ro be le s than s%Uren f > 30 . This bouudary condition can also be

written as

*{f)">30'

where lis the wave period, and d- is the steady uniform flow depth. When

9tgO ontry the dyrauic modol is suitahlo.F'

Fread also dev.eloped sn euor expression for the diffusionldynanic boundarJ, If

the diffrrsion model is used instead of the dpamic model the error expression is

_ _ 0.000orrM EyQ'tt\-

T,Slr no'6
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III GENERAL SOLUTION OF TIIE LINEARISED DB SAINT.
VENANT EQUATIONS

3.l INTRODUTION

An alternative examination of unsteady flow in a straight channel to that

illustrated in the previous chapter can be made by linearising the de Saint-Venant

equations. The linearised pair can be treated as another pair of partial differential

equations. However an easier option is to eliminate on variable and combine the

equations to give a linear paftial differential equation with both diffusive and

dispersive properties. If a general solution is applied to the combined equation, it

is possible to draw some inference about the diffusion and dispersion of long

waves.

This analysis parallels that used to derive the diffusion model in Chapter 2.It is

based partially on some unpublished work by Fenton (1994).

3.2 LINEARISATTON OF TrrE DE SAINT-VENANT EQUATIONS

3.2.1 Equations and Expansions

Beginning with the de Saint-Venant equations in terms of Q andA;

aA.aQ
-*f=q 

(3.2.1-t)
ctt dx

and
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OQ , zQaO ( ee o')0a
;;' A a."(.?-7);+8ASr-8ASo=quo Q.2.1-2)

each variable in the equations is linearised by expanding about a uniform

reference flow in terms of a small parameter d . These expansions are,

Q=Q,+6Qr+...,
A= Ao + d4 +...,

B = Bo +d'8, +...,
p=Z+6pr+...,

where, B is the width of the channer and p is the wetted parameter.

3.2.2 Linearising the Mass Conservation Equations

Substituting into the derived equation gives,

#.* =a 
(e,;ra a') *a (s":-d o,) 

+ o(a,)= n ,

which at zeroth order is.

aA" , ae"
;;-E=q' (3.2.2-r)

ff the base flow is taken to be uniform (as is assumed in linearising S, in Section

3'2'3) then all derivatives of the base flow are zero. This forces the engineer to

assume that q and qu, in the momentum equation must also equal zero and this

analysis does not apply when there is lateral flow.
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The mass consefiatiim eqrudon to first otderis

S*9=odt dx
Q.2.2-2)

3J.3 Linearising the Momenhrm Equation

The momentum equations is linearised term by term for clarity,

Linearibing the var{obles:

AQ , .o 04 *sdQ,
T becomes ;;* oi,

'??P becomes (with z. =+)A dx A"

,,"*., u+* - 2 6 u o tt. 2u.6fi ,

)aa .l;- DeCOilloS

)d*

frto, +de )- + dA)

=( ": - 
ui + 6 + - 6 # - z d ft 

+ zd ui#Jr9t,^ + d A)
1r"B;

w,here ,, = E the wave oelerity of the steady flow

Linearisingthe fricfion 3em: The Chezy andMauning forrnulas can be

expressed in ths general fo,m

i +26 er) 0

! +26 n)d x

,r=ffi,
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where S, i-s tha friction slope,l is the friction coefficiont and P is the wetted

perimercr. If the ftietion coefficient is calculated usihg Manning's fornulai thcn

L
tr=;", =2;if by Clrezyrs fomulall =\v =2,

Substituringinto the expression for S,leads ts

p0[

Ayo

Gathering the zeroth andfrnt order terri and gives the followiltg:

zeroth order:

Y.zu"ft+(";-,:p=r,

L+fu+v)a4.n

For both- steady and unsteady f,Iow, the friction coefficient is B = ffi ,,*U

the friction exprcssion becomef,

sr = sn (r- U * ia fi*, d 
ff+ at+)

\

Then the linearise.d version of the term g,4(S, - Sr )broornE ,

s.{"s, U r+*s4s, 6"*-ss,6({r+v)4,

which i$ fir-,qt order-

(3.2.3-1)
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an4

ftrst ordert

ff + zo.*.,(* -". {)* *.k; -,:H
.[f V-2fr.' "t+)**'n'.['+.'*-tu +ti=o

Q-na)

As the zeroth order flowis uniform, the space derivatives * -o S vanisrr

and the fust ordermom€afum eqrration beconres

#. zu "fr + G: -,:ffin, nr,[ -t* *-,o.,*)= o

(3.2.3-3)

As the wetted perimrteris a function of area" 4 c.an be set equal to 4 rj wher-e

Pj is the derivative of P with rc$peat to d, evaluated ar 4, . This substitution gives

Y. zu.ft * G: -,:H", 4r.[ rI u *, *_tu.,*J= o

whic.h can be written asi

ff + zo"#.b: - ":ffi + 0,4, + o, e, = s (3.2.34)

with 6, equat toss, (r+-r.r), and 6,is equal * t Z:, .
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3.2.4 The Combined Equation

The conrbined equation is obtained by c,ross-differentiating Equation s (3.2.2_2)

and (3'2'3'4)" The mass-coRsenation equation becomieu, afterdifferentiatingwith

resp€gt to x"

_ao4_= _&Exdr Af' Q.2.+r)

The momentum eguati.on is differ,€,ntiated withrespect to r and becomes

#. r, 
" # * Q: - 4ffi * r,# + e,ff = o,(s,2.+2)

Substitutinsr* ffi*t * grves the momenrurm equarion as

#. n*" #- G: - ":#- r. ** r,+= o e,,+3,

which coalesses into

',*-',#.[* .."*l' n -,:ffi =a G.2.44)

This equation can be fiuther simplified by mal<ing tho substitutisn

y =_ot+!zu. =_L_u-ez ez --o

to glv,e,

'"(+ + tu, +tff).[r}.," *J' e, - 
": #= 0 (3.2.ir 5)
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This method can be applied to any pair of equations. A parallel derivation in

electrical engineering leads to the Telegrapher's Equation. Although this title has

been applied to Equation (3.2.4-2), this thesis will continue to refer to it as the

'Combined Equation, to avoid any confusion with the method's use in electrical

engineering

3.3 COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS DTFFUSION MODEL

3.3.1 Convective-Diffusion Equation

The previous discussion of the conventional method, (Section 2.4.2) only

considered the diffusion coefficient. Here dispersion is incorporated by assuming

that the first differential with respect to time is approximately equal to the

negative of the sum of the first and second differentials with respect to distance

i,e.

However the criticisms levelled at this method in Section 2.4.3 are still valid here.

Applying the Equation (3.3.1-l) to Equation (3.2.4-5) gives

{=-{,,-u)*.(+l* (3321-D
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The single velocity indicates a single long wave which is travelling downstneam at

uo *V with diffrrsion and dispersion.

3.3,2 Coefficient Values

3.3.2.1Celerity

substituting for Iz and using the values for p and y corresponding to the chezy

equation gives a velocity ot ,,(tr- gl. For the case of a wide prismatic- "[2 2P")

rectangular channel of width B, Ferrick et.al. (19g4) quote a value o1 -3 
0- 

. As y
28v

is the water depth corresponding to A, and e, this expression is equivalent to

?

=no, i.e. only the first term.
a

The second factor in the expression for velocity found in this analysis becomes

28 vz

#, for the prismatic rectangular channel. This factor does not appear in the

derivations by Ponce and Simons (1977) or Ferrick et.al. (L984) because in both

these derivations the friction factor was subsumed into the Chezy coefficient and

Iost. consequently, the derivations produced the misleading result that the

diffr'rsion wave celerity was identical to the kinematic wave celerity. When friction

is specifically included, the celerity is shown to be less than the kinematic celerity.
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33 2 lDiffruion Coetricieni

The diffilsiqn coefficient is

p =c? -v'
ez

TFhen substitutions arg made for l/and 6r, thecoefficient besomosi

"i -!"i]
, 241 , el@ly
'- 1- P:p= (3.3.zr-1)

For the case sf a wide roctangular channel with wave speed 
"o 

= 1,ffi, t t

difftrsisn eoeff iEient becsmes :

r
D = .Q lr- 9" ,(r- !-tr=' * ,nt'r',,ll, e.3.z.z-2)25,BL' +a'g y'I B+2y (r* zyY ))'

which whensirnplified qnd writtsn in terrns o-f the Froude number becomes,

(3,.3.2.2-3)

which is the coefficircnt developed by Ponce and Simons with a corectiotl factor

for fricti:on efbcts

3393 Dispemion Coefficient

The dispersion coefficient is

| ^ -\
, _zv\cl -ui)

0:

which on substitution f,or V;artd 6, begornes,

2g s.

,=&G:-":\, T)l (3.3.2.3-1)
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For unsteady flow in a wide rectangular channel the dispersion coefficient is, in

terms of Q, B *d 1l,

(3.3.2.3-2)

which again is the Ponce and Simons coefficient with a correction for friction

effects.

3.3.3 Coefficients With the Manning Equation

The values of the coefficients derived in Sections 3.3.2.L,3.3.2.2, and3.3.2.3

depend on the choice of friction equation. If the Manning equation had been used

instead of Ch€zy (i.e 1t = ^!,, =2 ), then the following values would have been
.J

obtained for the case of a rectangular channel.

Celerity: Here the value is

,=gl1-qf B/-ll
ByL3 3[B+2y ))

(3.3.3-1)

If the Manning equation had been incorporated into the momentum equation as

was done with the Chdzyequation then the celerity would have been It,r."3 Bv

faster than that predicted by the Chdzy equation. The friction correction may

change the celerity to greater than or less than the Chdzy value depending on the

sizes of B (a constant) and y (a function of 0).
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Diftrsion Coefficient: This coefficient becomes,

,=#"t'+t ,-H.ffi11, (3.3.3-2)

so that when the Manning equation is used, the estimated difftrsion coefficient is

bigger.

Dispersion Coeflicient: With the Manning equation the dispersion coefficient is

gt i0-",{'#)f,-
+ g s?"n3 yz

(3.3.3-3)

which is higher than the coefficient obtained using the Chdzy equation.

We have thus obtained two equally valid and differing sets of coefficients. While

this may be unsatisfactory from a purely mathematical perspective, civil engineers

recognize that it reflects a basic quatity of the Chezy and Manning equations. Both

the equations are approxilnate descriptions of steady unifonn flow and so it is to

be expected that results derived from them would be only approximate. Which to

use is a matter of engineering judgement.
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34 GEDTERAL SOtTJTTON OF THE cOMBarEIt EQUATIoN

3.4.1 Introductton

The'diffusive and dispersive charac,terietics of, o wav€ cao be examined without

r€cource to the questionable assumptions of the,conve[tional metho4 by finding a

general solution of the oombined oquation

3,4.2 The Genera,l Soludon

A g,eneral solution can be obtained by assuming a solution'oJ the form

(Coulson,1958)

Q = goeW'+o/)

and substituting this into Equation (32.+5) where g has beerr rc-placed by Q, i.e"

(3.4.2-l)

The derivatives sf the giv.en solution are,

u(#.b.*vHJ"[*.,,*)
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#= pene!k'+t'i
#=uun"*$t*u)

#=-.Bz 92 r$r'+rr\#= tt eoerr,*o,]

#= pikQoeftrx+P)

Substituting,into Equation (34.2J) and dividing through b.yt g;e$e**rt'n)results in a

quadratic in p

p" +@ooik + ar)p* [63' -o:)k' + o"(u,+v)inJ=0. (3.4.2-21

This ean bs, solved by the quadratic formula i.e.,

ft, - Q,u"ik+gr) -
2

Q-u,ik+Or)*
2

Q.4.2-3'

An expression fOr the Oquare foot is obtained by expanding b1r the binomial

theorem. This is permissible because ft is small for a long wave. The infinite

binomial sedes is trunsatgd at 0 as this is deemed sufFcient to,derrons@te the

wave nanrile of the diffirsion and dispersion csefficients.

' +o"Q ,+v)ttc

L-+G: k2 +orv ik)

The solution for p is,



g

(3.4.24)

which oan therr be subsfituted into the general solution togr.ve,

Q = Q,exp

3.43 GeneralAdvection and Difrsion Coefficients

The general difrsion and disperion coefficients can be derived by expressing the

solution as

Q = Qo"xpL',tG - o)* n fztl (3,4.3-1)

where e is tlrc advection i'e. an expression for the wavcspeed which incorporates

the disprstve effert and D is the difhrsion coefficient (Coulson, 195€).
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Advection of Long Wave:

From Equation (3.4.2-5), the expression for the advection

c=Uu

The general solution indicates two associated waves corresponding to the +

options. This shows that the conventional method assumption that there is only a

single downstream wave is not justified. The positive option gives the same

downstream wave as that derived by the conventional approach to the diffusion

model, but with extra factors. In contrast to the conventional approach, this

analysis does not result in a dispersion coefficient, but it does demonstrate the

dispersive effects by showing that the advection is a function of wavelength and

friction.

As yet we do not have a physical explanation for the negative wave but for the

present work, the existence of both the negative and positive diffusion waves will

be accepted.

Diffusion CoefficienL

The presence of the t leads to two values of diffusion coefficient corresponding

to the two waves.

is

.4.3-2)
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Positive Square Root:

When the positive square root is chosen the diffusion coefficient is

o =G3 -v')t *Gl -o"lv'-+svo)t o 

*ez o;
zGl -sclv +zscSvo -z:.;yu)f *

e;

(3.4.3-3)

The first term corresponds to the diffusion coefficient derived by the conventional

method of deriving the diffusion model (Section 3.3.2.2). The remaining tenns

provide more information on the effects of friction and wavelength on the

diffusion of the wave.

Negative Square Root:

IVhen the negative squhre root is chosen, Equation (3.4.2-5) becomes,

Q=Q,exp

l, -zG\r:l')*' -
+tkl 

+briv -tsr:v'
L- 0:

ikx-u"ik t

-s., -G3 -v')k' , -Gi -ar3v'-*svo)to , -zQl -sclv +zs-clvo -zvu)*u ,or e: e;

zbclv -toc',vt +lvt)t
0:

+$clv'+33v')k6

I

I'
j

(3.4.34)

Comparison with Equation (3.4.3-1) is complicated by the existence of the extra

factor Q,exp(|r).Thir may represent some extra frictional effects on the
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second wave. Alternatively the 6,t may be treated as equivalent to 9, tko md

incorporated into the diffusion coefficient. ln this case

D = oz1r, -G3 -Y')*' -

3.5 I.JNSTEADY I"LOW IN CTJRVED OPEN CHANNELS

3.5.1 Introduction

The discussion in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.1 - 3.4 has established the straight

channel case. As was pointed out in Chapter l, a common engineering practice

when dealing with a curved channel, such as a meandering river, is to apply the

straight channel model. The channel is treated as straight with length equal to the

talweg, and curvature is allowed for by varying the friction values . This

'straightening out' ensures conformity with assumption 3 in Section 2.2.2 above,

but it does not ensure conformity with the other assumptions.

Another method of allowing for curvature, is to apply correction coefficient to the

de SainrVenant equations. The correction relates the actual channel length

(measured along the talweg) to the flow path distance along the flood plain. This

method is used in NWS DAMBRK-8S model,( Fread 1988). Both methods are

basically ad hoc.

_zGl -sciv +zsclv' -zvu)tu -0--"'
(3.4.3-s)
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In flow around a curve, velocities fonn a three dimensional pattern with a primary

downstream component and a secondary transverse circulation. The primary flow

shows a transverse velocity gradient. Flow around a bend sets superelevation with

higher water level on the concave (outer) bank. Also, the channel cross-section is

rarely prismatic; at bends it can be markedly asymmetric even if it is symmetric in

straight reaches.

The remainder of this thesis is given over to the derivation of long wave models in

curved channels. As the interest is primarily in the streamwise movement of long

waves, the models developed are one-dimensional. The question of allowing for

curvature is dealt with by returning to first principles and developing the models

using a curvilinear coordinate system.

3.5.2 The Curvilinear de Saint-Venant Equations

Pairs of de Saint-Venant equations in curvilinear coordinates are derived from the

integral forms of the mass-conservation and momentum conservation principles.

By defining a particular control volume and using an integral approach it is

possible to derive a model that avoids the complications of velocity distributions.

The coordinate system chosen (Figure al.2(a)) is orthogonal with a downstream

axis (s), a transverse axis (n) and a vertical axis (z). This enables a single set of

axes to define the entire leneth of the river.
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In this schemethe tirue derivative for ageneral dependent variable O is

appr,oxiurated by a fonvaqd differencs ratio at a point cenued between the i th and

(i +t)ttr points along the distance axis and i th and (/ +l}h points along the time

axis so that

For the derivatiw with respect to dlgtance, the point is located bet$feen two

adiacent time lines according to the weightings, (the ratio +* shown in Figure
A'

Z,s.+llana (l-e ). This gives

p= a(oJ;T -oi]'l* 0-pXbil, -ol)
CIx Ar, Ar, r

Tho non-derivativo tErin is approNimated at ths samepoint

(i.e. with the saqe coefficients) as the derivative with

respect to x and so is,

, = 
a(olt' + of,l )* 0 -aXol + qil )

22

l+t

3rl
i
I

s
1ll+t

Obilt adodgo.fifla

Figrue 25.+l Hbisoarm',s Scheme

Scheme stability requires that 6 be greater than O5, but there is some loes of

aocufircy as it eh'aoges fro-m 0.5 to 1,0. the uilal praotice is to set 6 equal to 0.6.

Substituting these,operators into thEde,Saint-Venant equatioris lead3 to a setof

weighted four point implicit finite-diffaence equations. If there re N cnoss-
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rv cuRvrLrNEAR DE SArNT-VENANT EQUATIONS

4.l PRELIMINARY

4.1.1 Introduction

The work in this chapter lays the basis for the three curvilinear unsteady flow models

described in Chapter 5 by deriving the de Saint-Venant equations in curvilinear

coordinates from integral frst principles. This is initially done in terms of discharge Q

and cross-sectional area A, followed by derivations in variables discharge Q and surface

level , and finally in variables velocity &o and surface level 4 at a reference line.

Although it may be argued that a model in terms of discharge and area avoids the

need to describe a conrplex three-dimensional velocity distribution, in the course

of the derivation some assumptions are required about the distribution. Velocities

are assumed to be depth averaged and a general transverse velocity distribution is

defined. Both the (Q, A) and, (Q,4) forms are shown to be independent of the

velocity dishibution to first order, while the (u,,4o ) form depends on the velocity

distribution.

4.L.2 Curvilinear Coordinates and the Control Section

This thesis assumes the coordinate system and control section illustrated in

Figures 4.1.2(a), (b), (c) where s is the downstream coordinate, n is the transverse

coordinate andz the venical coordinate.
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Ftgure 4"1.2(a) Curviilinear Coo,rdinatc Systent

\,\6ter surface

Figure 4-l.t(b) Curvilinear Control Section
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Centre of cunrature n = r= 1/x

Surface mid-Point ,D = ttm

I

CentrokJ
+l

n=i

Figure 4.1.2(c) Meander Channel Cross-Section
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Figure aJ.2(c)shows the reference line intersecting the talweg. It will be shown

later in Section (4.2.4) that at the level of the approximation of this analysis, the

placement of the axis is arbitrary. The author places the reference line at the

talweg for the purely utilitarian reason of keeping it within the water.

The derivations in Sections 4.2,4.3 and 4.4, are based upon an integration of the

principles of conservation of mass and momentum over the control section

described in Figures 4.1.2 b) and (c). The sides of the control section lie on the

radii of curyature and so are consistent with the curvilinear coordinate system.

The control volume extends into the air above the water surface. This obviates the

need for water surface boundarv conditions.

4.1,3 Geometric Derivatives

The derivations of this chapter require derivatives of certain geometric factors of

the cross-section. These factors are, surface level, cross-sectional area and

moment of area. The derivatives are established initially for clarity in the

subsequent derivations.

4.1.3.1 Surface Slope and Superelevation

The transverse surface curve is approximated by a straight line given by

( 
"irc\n = nu -l ""'' ln . This is derived as follows. An element of fluid of unit mass

\8)

travelling at speed u around a path of radius r has an apparent centrifugal force of
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t 
^ahpnce 

has atransv€rse slope nf u'' K'o. 
Given that 4, is dte sudaco levol

at the s axis and uo is the depth aver'aged velocity at the's axis, then the surface

level at a distimce n from the s ards is t? - ," -(&\z as the vrater level
\8 )

decreases with incre-asing porsitive n.

The derivatives with respect to s and t are,

y=+-tyn-2o'f*d-!, . (4.r.3.1-l)
?s ds gds I 0s'

and

y=a!" -?o,r?,fu- (4.r.i.r-z)dr-0r s 0r

4.13J Cross.Siecdonal Arca,(Fieure 4.1J (bD

The crose-sectional areais defined as ,

\1 rl

e= [ taz d" =lh- zoVn (4.1.3.2-1)
ilrGt 4

where e, is the elevatio,n of the bed an{ a, and n, axe the coordinates of the

wate,f's edge at the left and right banl$.
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Differentiating with respoct to s and applying Leibniz'l theore'm grves

*=j[# k),'' (4.1,3.2-l)

A71

Thore are no ead csntributisns as the integrand is zero there. Substituting fot *

and integlating leads to

+= ,(+*s^-uln^0-K -Zaorcn^+l , (4.1 .32-2)
0s -[at'"o g ?s I At)

where B is the wialth of the wat€r surftpe, .f, is the slope of the bed (gven by

*l* &r), and n, is the distarce benB'een srirfacemidpoint (i.e. midpoi$t

betweon n,and nr) md the s axis ( Figue a.Lz(c)).

Differentiatingthe area with respect to time rand again applyirrgleibnz"

. aA l|n ,^ , -__-__-r
eives fr = Ii 

dn asz, is assumed to be conslairt over the time scale

consider€d in this worh Subotituting ,* Y and integrating glves

#={*T*) (4.r.3.2-3)

ILeibniz'theoren states *^, !'f'f @,,")a+ t@,r#- tb,"#.rn Equotion
ac io

(4.L.3.2-L), .f(,D,t)ard /(a,c)arebothequalto0as h-") =0 wheu z=zr and

n = nr. (seo Tlandboerk of Mathematical Functionsi ed Abramowiu & Stegun )
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4.f33 Moment of Arca About z Axis

The firetmoment of area about the z axis is defined as

thtl n

M"= II"*a"=[h-zuhdn.
4tZt 25

M , is also equal ts Aft where fi is the distance from the certfioid of the Gro$s-

;section to the reference line,

Differentiatingwith respec-t to r gives,

+=TY^a,. (4.1.3r-r)
dt .^, dt

As in this derivation, we neglect term of order x2and above, (See SeC-tion 4.2,2)

and as M " 
isalways multiplied by r in the derivations which follow, t? can be

approximated by rlo

W=Ta' tn
dt t, a7" 

dn= Bn^t g'r'3'3-2)

Dfferentiating M, with respect to s gives

+ =T.*, - z,)n * = l.*n &'l-i*" * (4'r'3'3-3)

to first order. When ,S, is dcfined as the weighted mean slope, tl*" dn, the

dErivative of Mo with respect to s become$,
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(4.r.3.34)

4.2 DERTVATTON OF EQUATTONS FROM INTEGRAL PRTNCIPLES IN

TERMS OF DISCHARGB AND CROSS.SECTIONAL AREA (Q,A)

4.2.1 Introduction

The discussion in Chapter 2 indicates that the straight channel de Saint-Venant

equations have some implied assumptions. The most restrictive is the assumption

of one-dimensional flow with depth and velocity varying only in the longitudinal

direction. It also implies that the transverse surface is level.

This is not true in the case of flow in curved channels. The velocity is a

complicated three - dimensional structure and there is superelevation on the

outside of the bend.

In the derivation in Section 4.2 these problems are resolved by using discharge

(Q) andcross-sectional area (A) as variables. As the control volume extends into

the air above the water surface it is not necessary to allow for the shape of the

surface. In engineering practice some estimation of the superelevation will need to

be made for the design of stopbanks.

4.2.2 Mass-Conservation Equation

The general mass-conservation principle in integral form (Streeter and Wylie,

+=Br^p*r,ds ds
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1981 Section 3.3) has already been quoted as,

in
*lPav+[ou.dl=odtL cr

(4.2.2-r)

where t is time, dA is vector representing an alea element d{ of the control

surface, with direction normal to and directed outwards from the control surface,

u.dA is the component of velocity normal to the surface at any point times area

such that it is the local volume flux, dVis (t- r n)as dn d,z, the volume of the

control volume, ffigures 4.1.2(a), (b)).

First term: Although the control volume extends above the water surface, the

domain of integration is the volume of water in the control section, as the density

of air is negligible compared to water. The first term becomes

a nt\ 1zl
p dt !l' l'0 - rc n) az 4n = p ds+ f (t - K"'lv - zo)dn, (4.2.2-2)

dt i,;, dt;.

where, e, 26, n,and n, have been defined in Section 4.1.3. Applying Leibniz'

theorem for the derivative of an integral, and recognising that again there is no

contribution from the limits as the integrand there is zero, results in

.(4.2.2-3)o a, !'l$ - * fi! an = o *l'l* * - .T.,"* *)

Using the definition in Section4.l.3.2, this reduces to,
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Iaa ^l Dn.loIr_*),"8*)

Again only the fint order tsrm need be substitutd for 4 as the integral is

multiplied by x .This gives,

fu+ dn-- Bn^}ry'-t, ?' - m or'
(4.2.24)

Sinilarly, as the integral is multipliedby r ,*rnay be set equal to n^ff,

and the frrst temr.becsmes,

,4 ff-*^#]= #r.-*"^)pa,.
(4.2.2.5)

Second term: This is thenet oufflow frorn the corttnol volume. \Vhen,inaqs inflow

Ls pQ, aud oufiflow ls p(O+aO), the net oufiow * d g.#"]- pQ,whreh
t os )

is OPds. When lateral inflow q per unit length is included then the extra
d$

mass exitirrg the control volume is p qds .

Maqs Conserqadon Equatlou;

The mass. corrservafion eqgation is therefore

(4,2t%6)Stt-*r,)*# =u +o(@n,)',(*o,f )

This derivation has treated as negtigible, all terms to the order of r 2 and above.
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For the theory ro be accur arc, (x n,t = 
[+)',(t 

, and (* n,Y = 
[?;'Ut

Consequently the theory is more accurate for streams where the width is small

compared to radius of curvature.

*y u dv +Jtr uu.dA = En

4.2.3 Momentum Equation

Again the derivation begins with the momentum principle in terms of integrals

(Streeter and Wylie, 1985, Section 3.3),

(4.2.3-r)

where IFis the force acting on the fluid in the control volume. Although Chow

et.al. (1988) identify five different forces, this derivation is only concerned with

pressure, gravitational and frictional forces. Pressure is regarded as hydrostatic,

and the derivation concentrated on the downstream components of the

gravitational and frictional forces.

First integral:

Substitutingfor dVinthe first term and using z for the s-component of depth

averaged velocity, leads to,

.t nto A nl

pdt* lf (t- rcn)u dzdn= pds+ f (t -Kdfiq-zo)u dA, (4.2.3-2)
dt;.;, ot;,

where dA= dn dz.
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Second integral:

Fluid passing through the upstream face of the control section contributes

OJ"("pe to the second integral and the downstrearn face contributes
A

O [@ + a,ufde. If the inflow from groundwater etc. is 4 per unit lenglh and has

A+M

a velocity of ur, then the second integral becomes

4 ^!* 
+ t'uf de- I'F'F^) ds - Puoq ds'

This can be shown to equal,

,r'[*{,2dA-",n)

Pressure Force:

The net pressure force is - I O.aS, which by Gauss'divergence theorem

becomes- 
lve 

dv. As the streamwise component of Yp i^ | d p
" ( -r(n) as

(Batchelor, Appendix 2,1967) the pressure force expression becomes,

l1p-, \dv.
J"ar 0-Kn)

If the pressure is assumed to be hydrostatic then J- = n!,n,t)-e and
p8

dp dn
ff = P f 

a r-. 
This shows that the pressure gradient at any point is due only to

the slope of the surface above. The net pressure force is,
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ran I ---psJ"#64*,

which on substituting for dV becomeg

- o ua-]ff(n- r,)h.

Fricfibn Force:

The ftiction force is defined * -O3,l$n dll where S, is the friction slope.

Subetituting for dV leads to

4

- p ss, dsj(- Knk? - z)h.

Total Force:

Combiuing pressure and friction forces gives the total force as

- p s *^i 
^ 

-Ub - r,fu - p s s, dr"l Q- * oY$ - z) dn.
i,d s nr

Assembling the derived terrns, dividing througtr by ds and rearranging gives the

momentum equation"

rii,n- Kotu-uu)au*fi[o*- ' Ifitn-"
(4.2.3-3)

,tl

-8* 16-*"I.m-z)ik=ilce
nt

E:rpressing this equation in terms of 0 andA initiallyrequires the specification of

a veloci:ty distribution This derivation assurnes a general linear velocity

disnibrtion in the transvenle direotion,

n=u,(t+ fl^)
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where agun u. is the depth averaged velocity at the reference line and z is the

depth averaged velocity distance n from the reference line, nd P is of order r .

The terms of Equation (4.2.3-3) are simplified term by term for clarity.

First term: Substituting the linear velocity distribution, changes the first term to

After expanding within the integral sign and removing terms of order 2 (including

p x) the integral becomes,

{v.@*@-Kw )l

where M , is the first moment of area about the z axis (as defined in Section

4.1.4.3).

Substitutingfor uo requires, Q= I"&= Iu,Q+ Bn)ae.Therefore Q is equal to

u,(A+ P M,) which in turn equals a"AQ+ Pii) and accordingly, the expression

foruo-ry.SubstitutingforuoandM,|eadstoanexpressionwhich

can be simplifred to

*et'- *n)1.

The factor p has been eliminated, which shows that, at this order, the details of

the transverse velocity distribution are not critical.

,Lr^!" 
= uo|+ P n\t- KnYg - zu)d''
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Differeutiating gives, ff0 - "n)- o.ff. However, as, fi is defined as

Lol"tu-z)dn, S orono,

-##^d.l)"I*

At thi* order, # =i# so the firsr term beconnes,

# rnt, - " ill= #Q- * fi- ftrb^ - uH .

$econd Term As r,is the downsueam velocity component of the element. of area

dA', the t'erm Ia"'de is equivalent to the square of the ax'erage velocity aoross the

crose-section multiplied by the area. In rerms of e andA this 
" l.AccordingyA

the partial derivative with rospect to s is

I urde= d Qo _29 aQ _g_A AJ a,sd a0o .4zds

Third torm: The third ,*, r|#(n - zr)n, can be writren * SI*A

Describing the traruverse,surface gradient in terms of a new variable ?, as,

rt = eo -(4.\
\ { f =oo*K\trt'

the required integral then becomes,

u n** sen{n+ sedxtr

(4.2.3-5)

(4.2.3-t6)
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To find an expres-sion for *,4 is substitutedinto the intcgral equation forthe

area to give,

,t

o= Ib,+ Krtrn- zu)an
na

imd

(4.2.3-7)

(4.2.3-8)

(4.2.3-e)

(4.23=10)

#=i[*.f* n**ofr-*)*

=aft+BSo *{n,nn^**fruu^

S, is the mean bed slope deflned - -+l*dra. Rearranging gives

drl" I aA . 0r_ dn, _-

d= B ar -"" 
_;;% nn_Ki;nn

As 4r has been defined as equal ro -tand it has been dramonstrated abovethat
I

ooz
1u = l) may be sutstituted for ao to first order, then ry, becomes - i; , an4

A 'o A"g

drt, ^Q" dl, A 0 Ag
T"-=.;;ra'--IA?E

Substituting inrc the reqtrired integral gives,

rii,#^

= #[# * zS*@ - "^\-nn"[t -,' #)- s AS. -#*a - u^)

At bhis,stage, the graviry factor gASo has appearod. 

(4'2'3-lr)
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Fourth term: fire fourth term - s S, ]( - "oXA 
- zr) dnc,anbe inte.grated to

t+

gve sasr(i-x fiJ.

Momenhlm Equation

Assembling the terms glvcn thE nomentrum equation in a curvilinear coordinate
system as

ft - " rH * 
1.@ - "-H * zgutt - r(n- n, )H

( +. +e*(n- n, )-'i* - + (u -,," HIB Ao' ')dt A'
_ g As, + g AS, g_ rfi)= ynn 

(4a.3.t2)

The momeatum equation can be simplified byreplacint# Ot t -#, as in the

mass conservation equation to first *aut ff = u-ffi.

This simpliticatioa glves,:

Q - * nff . fit, 4 r(n- n," )H * (+. # e*@ - n,)-D)#

112

-sAS, -fft -n,H* gASr(r-r;)+ 
{*.r-,,)-uo)=o

(43.3*13)

4.2.4 COmparison lV.ith Shaight Chanrnel Equafiors

The curvilinear equations derived above follow a simiiar pattern to the straigbt

channel equations but with an extra term for rate of change of curvatur,e in the

momenfiun equation and extm fastors in the coeffroients of all but two of the other
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terms.

It has already been indicated (Section 3.5.1) that to date there are two methods for

incorporating curvature into a study of long waves: one is to vary the friction

factor, the other is to include a factor in the momentum equation that relates the

actual length of the channel to the distance along the floodplain. Although

calibrating models has a long pedigree in water engineering, the method of

varying friction factors is more an example of tweaking than a systematic

incorporation of curvature. The second method is a legacy of the 'flood routing as

a substitute for solving inconvenient equations'approach and is very broad brush.

The equations derived in this chapter allow a more detailed consideration of the

influence of curvature as they include both local curvature and rate of change of

curvature at each cross-section.

They also incorporate details of the channel cross-section, an aspect of unsteady

flow which the literature suggests does not seem to have invited much interest.

However the equations suggest that the channel cross-sectional shape is important.

As it is usual for curved natural channels to have asymmetric cross-sections it is

not surprising that channel shape is an important factor in long wave behaviour.

It will be recalled that n.is the coordinate of the midpoint of the surface width

and fi is the coordinate of the centroid of the cross-section. They are both indices

of the asymmetry of the bed and the fluid cross-section. They will decrease in
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value as the cross-section becomes more symmetrical, but will never both equal0

at the same time. V/hile the channel may be symmetrical as in a laboratory flume

or an artificial channel, the wetted area will always be asymmetrical due to

superelevation. It may be possible to place the reference line, so that either fr or

z, is equal to 0, but never both.

4.2.5Wave Celerity by the Method of Characteristics

Section 2.5.2 demonstrates using the method of characteristics to find an

expression for the celerity of a long wave which can be described by the full de

Saint-Venant equations. Although discussion of curvilinear long wave models is

deferred until Chapter 5, the expression for the celerity of the dynamic wave is

derived here so as to allow some comments to be made on the positioning of the

reference line.

Rearranging the equations developed in the two previous section gives,

SO -Kn^)*#=n (4.2.s-L)

F * nff . fit, - 3 *(n-,,. )H * e. #Q*(a-,, )- tl#
= B ASo .{A - d#- I ASr [-ra)- {*., - n^)-o,)

(4.2.s-2)

Equation (4.2.5-l) is multiplied by a general parameter ). and added to Equation
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(4,25-4 to gtve on rearanging

e (r - ro, ff .(#. # @*@-," )-'i)#

+ (1- "u#. I 
t * ftt, 4 *(n- 

", r)#
= sASo .ffA- "",#- s ASr 0 - "o)-n( ft.V - n^)- ur - 7)

(4.2.5-3)

Ttris eguation is compar,ad w,i.th the general diffsronce eguation for trro vdable$,

aA.aAds.aQ.AQd., ,#"#;*ff*#fr=r(',t)
Ltrenee the equatiots for the Eharacteristies give

(4,2,541

which on cross-.qlultiplying and eimplifying gives

fi * 1 O 4 *(n - n^))t -( + f, - r@ - n^>* 
%F.@ - 

n)- t, = oA' I B

l[re solirti-ons of this quadratic are

^ 
-- -el(t -|"tu- -, 

f-* ffi , - I*a-,",) (1.2-5,6)

Substituting these into definition uf 4 @quation (4.?.5-3)) andraultiplyngby
dt

(t-*fi)' [+rfi[ bads to
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# = 1('*1 * n^ - +.')+'[*" [' 
* i.'^ *]* n) @ 2 s-7)

This expression parallels that developed for the linear .*., 4 = u * c, with
dt

'=J#[' *!*n^.i.0) (4.2.s-8).

The equation for long wave celerity is now that of a straight channel multiplied by

a curvilinear correction which combines the effects of curvature and cross-

sectional asymmetry.

4.3 DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FROM INTEGRAL PRINCIPLES IN
TERMS OF DISCHARGE AND WATER LEVEL (Q,'I)

4.3.L lntroduction

In some engineering solutions, it is desirable to obtain a value for a typical water

level. Section 4.3 contains a derivation of the curvilinear de Saint-Venant

equations in terms of discharge (Q) and the water level at the referenceline rr,o.

However these equations still contain the variable (A) and a new variable (B), the

top watsr width giving two equations in four unknowns. It is necessary to find

two additional equations to obtain a unique solution.

It may be argued that the design engineer could use the (8,A) form of the

equations and work out the elevation from the geometry of the cross-section.

However this second step may not be straightforward and the total work involved

may in the end lead to a less efficient method than that using the de Saint-Venant
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equations in tems of Qand 4,.

The resulting equation for the celerity sf the dynanic wave is the sarne as tbat

obtained in S'ection 4.2.3.

4.3,2 Mass-Conservation Equation

The mass c-olsenrafion equation for the control volume of FlgWa 4.1.20) etm be

written as',

T9:|-rn)an*o=Q =q. (4.3.2-L)
j.dt' ' ds '

It has previously been shown ( in Seotion 4.1.3.1), that # "*be 
apBroximated

av ! -dllo -Zuor 
n + ,so the first term becomes,'dt 0t g 0t'

T%o_rcfi_w.**
Ldt I dt

which is equivalent to

{ *l - r n-\-ZuoK 
n^ d^" )

\ u' r*nl--- 
A' I

This then requires substitution for ao^O *, to give the equation in terms of

discharge.

Again assuming a general linear vclocity distribution It = t:to!" frn)" it has beeo
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shown in Section 4.2,3 that

"" =f6- f a)

Erdhencc

*=o-p'{*#-##) (4.3r-z)

using the rasurr orsecrion 4.r.i.2, #= \+ ryt), the requircd

dotivatirre bcoom'm

+=Q-pnl+# #*-#ryL;
Multiplying both sides of this equation by r n^! *""o

2u" dr-=(lgg,-q+\*o,4- (4.3.2-3)xn^i at =[7 tr - e'-or ) I

Substitntin gfor a" *a * leads to the mass conserr,ration equation in tei:r,rs of

discharge and water level :

'l'.(#-,)""' l+ # * n^ff *ffi = u s'3'24)

'whieh can also-be wrinen as

r[+(zr'' -r)xo,W #*o^ff*ffi=u @.3.%s)
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w.here, FistheFnrudeuumber r= ffi,

4"3.3 trVlornentuu Equation

The mgmentum eqr:ration has already been obtaine-d in the fom,

+T, [ - rn)(a - z,)d,t. *1o ^- rT^,*@ - zo)h
ot;. os.t ;oo (4.3.3_l)

- g 5r 
T O- ..'Y* - ao) tu = h,qql
n.

Flrst temu itssumlng the velocity distribution

E=ilo!+ pn)={fU- f fr+ fr"\,

the first tern bccor-nee

*f*n - pnxA- r u,)+9 p *,f=$o{t - *n)) @ss'z)

However as fi is defined by ff' =*lrh- an )dr, "its derivative is, (using the

produet rule,),

':-*#ou.*I"!a* 
(4i3-3)

A, ff wiil be multiplied by r in the first ,r*r, # can bo approxirnated by

*.rr is also true to first order "" # = +# corueq'ently,
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-#=##or-*'i",Hnn., (4.3.34)

andthe first term becornes

$-*"ff*#*@-o^*

Second term: To exBand the second !o@J use is made of the previous results,

Io"^=r++=+#-## (42,3-5)

and

+= {+r c - &ud" -ZroKn,%).d' I o, -"-7a] I a'J

(4'L'3'Z-2)

From the fornn of the velocity disfibution used in $ection 43,.2

(*: =*+-zpn)\,
\t+-)

so fiat

k=Q-pn{+#-##j,
and,the s€eond termis thus,

+(, + K n n #)# - #(, + K n,n#)** # n, #
-+('.*"^ffi)'.

Third and fourth terms:'The thirdtenxl, - 1IPU- z)&r reqrrires 4 in
i.d s
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terms of Q andA, i.t 
( o' x\) n=r,_1fu)

which gives

Arl 
=0n" _ Qt dr 

^_ZQrndQ .2Qz rndA
0s - Es tAz Os" gA' 0s gAt ds'

It is only neoessary to substitute the zero order put of the expression f"t #

developed above, which Siuu. ff *

A4 
=?rl" _ Q'' dr -_2QtcnQQ -2QttnAe

a, = ar -;FE"-V ar 
* 

8A' at

(,,**r'Q'!l%-48- ZQrcnog ,222Brn -
I s^-J6-g.a3a'"-8A'ar-lPoo

With this exp-ressio-n f* ff nr combinod integrand of the and fourth term

beeomes

['. 
. "#)* ##" -wx.'n;if ",s. + s, (r - rn)

Inrcgrating andrnrrltiplyrng by g. gv€s;

es(E*n\o:!l*L-4 Ya -2Qrcn 
0-Q 

+2Q2?-Kn so +sr(r-ra)
gA3 )ds A ?s'- A. 0s Az
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The momentum equation is therefore

* (t - *,)ff. ?[[r + K nn #. t)]#

.+1"^#..,1*-#[' * 
"n' #'*u)''- s, (r - r n)= uou

This equation can be simplified slightly by expressing it in ,:3. Froude

number F. It is

ff . A - d*-[o r (+ rn zr,)*ff(* * n^"' )]*
+ 0- *,ffi .+16! * n^ r' * * a)P

.+b^r'. uff- fft+ Knn r' -zrca)s, -sr (- rfi)=onu

(4.3.3-6).

These equations are more complicated than the corresponding Q,A forrts,

Equation (4.2.2-6) and Equation (4.2.3-13).

4.3.4LongWave Celerity by the Method of Characteristics

For clarity the calculation for characteristics uses the two de Saint-Venant

Equations in tenns of the Froude Number and with the forcing terms set equal to

qrand q".
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The rnass conservation rq*dnr beeomet

nl+|r'-r)""-* -$*o^ff*ffi= r,, {+.3.4-t)

where {r = g, and the nomentum eguation becomes

ff . W - ^.*-[n, ft + rn zr\*fffi+ *r, 
"' )]*

0- ""#*f [6** o^ F'+ rnlf = q,

where;

q 

" = tr q Q - +tr " # . o,)X 
" #i(, * * * ^,ffi- a r ; 

J 

s, + s, 0 - r n ).

.(4.3.4-2)

@uation- (4.3.+2) + ,1 Fquation (4.3.4-l) is

Ilenpe alcrngttre ohaaetuistic grven W #= f(P,e),

Tfr + * n^ p' + *n)+ t, 
--.le 

e fr * *n zr')* #G *'^ r')f 
.@=.,

(4.3.44)

and cross'multiply-rng and reauarrging lea s to a quadl,atic eguation 'n A,

ort
0s

[U-""r- 
t%* u,]#.Ht. K n^ F2+"4)*,r]# = ez + n,er

(43.+3)
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b*Qr' -t)**^ft .$b+4rn^ F2 -3rcfr * *n^fu

.fft+Kn,:l^ -3rfr +Zrn^),-#F+ Qr, -)rfr]=o

(43.4-5)

Dividing through by ttre eoefficient of 12 ,substituting for F and simplitying

brings the quadratic equation to

fi *9e-3rcfi +3rn,)t.
AT

62*fiQ-zrfi +3ra^)-#0-rfi +rn,u)= o

(4.3.4-5'.)

Applying the qua{ratic formrila again gives,

r,=-4(v" ' a \ E(, -t .-=, I --- \a[' ]rrt+=r"^ )*{ ,1tj ra+}rn^)' s;'+7)

which on substituing backinto the char,acteristio eguation giveq,

# = *S'.]. n *|*'^)1F['. 
; * a + I r,^) (4.3-+s)

This is the same as the corGsponding equation for the derivatiorr in tems of e
and A @quation (4A,5-7)).
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4.4 DERMTION OFEQUATIONS FROM INTEGRAL PRTNCIPLES IN

TERMS oF vELocITy AND SURFACE LEVEL (o",r?o)

4.4.1 Introduction

It is possible to obtain the curvilinear equations in terms of velocity and water

level at the reference line. However these are more complicated than the previous

cases and are thus of limited practical value, but are included in this thesis for

completeness,

Although in the course of the derivations described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, it was

necessary to assume a velocity distribution, this function was eliminated in the

later part of each derivation and do not occur in the final equations. However in

the derivation of the curvilinear equations in terms of velocity and water level, it

forms part of the final equations.

4.4.2 Mass-Conservation Equation

The derivation starts with the general integral mass conservation equation

(4,4.2-L)

First term: The first tenn has already been shown (Section 4.3.2) to be equal to

T*u-rcn)dn*#=n

,[a-*n^*-Kn^++]
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$econd term: As 0 = laril',ttreu assuming a gcnera! linear distributisn gives fie

. 0r
second term as frfr, [* fr ")b - zu)idn, w'hich is the satrne as,

*o. nu,)+".[#.#M,-r+)

M, has been defined asd.ii *O # was shown in Section 4.l.3.2tobe

,(+- s, -u3 
n^ d-rc 

-2nn^ao*Ll-(.a" -o I Es I At)'

Section 4.r .4.3calculated * * 
" " [* 

. t, 
) 

although in this case the

approximatio n nr-(!1*s,l is used as this,factoris mutdplied bl F .Nowthe
to" )

second tenn is

( o* O o, - B rcn^+)* * uo BQ+ F r^*- uo B s o + uo B p n^s,
\ I )o'

-#3n^ul +uo#"u

&mbining the two teffis and dividing through by B gives

(r- r n^ff - *o,+*.,," (r+ o n^ffi *[ 
"uU. 

p n)-r n^+)*
+ru(.f, + Pn.srF*r- ai +4#*, =1

(4.4.2-2)
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This version of'the mass.consgr-lration oquatisn is considerably morecomplex

than the prevlous fro. h includes the exha terms .S;u €rnd S; and the de.lnndence

on the ehoice of transv€rse,l'elocity distributiol is obvious.

4.43 Momenfttm Eqnation

Beginning with the integral roomentum equation ao 'a msdified form of Equation

(4.2.+L),

*!^,*(l-""Xa - zo)tu**J,' ilt+ sl[*. s, (r-rn)) b -'oPn=no q

(4.4.3-r)

Finst term: ,A.ssuriring a general linear velocity gradient, the fi-rst term becomes,

lT."(* B*,-Kn:Xo-z)h.ot;,

Integrating gives the derivative, *""@*(F - 
*)U,), which can bc expanded

to grve,

f tu. (p - *)*t,t*,.[ff . @ -.#f,
as p and r are,both assumed ts be constant w'ith tirne.

Substitutin gfot M 
", # a* defined in Section 4.1..3.2)i" Nrd 9# (as defined in

Section 4.1.3.3.) gives the first term as
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[o 
U" @ - *)n]- B K n^+)+. u 

"nft 
+ (F - *n^)+

Seeond tp1xtr On substinrting for a general linear v'eloc.ity distfibution' thc

seeond terrn besomer g I u'. (t + Z P n\n - z o) &r,Aftnintegr-atiorr, the
d s"o

derivative *t-, le,+Zp ntr]) ,* obainod. Substituting for M'o'*, *t

dM' 
leadsto

0r

zu,lx| *z, p n)- a x,",' 
-4Ji? 

+,*f r (i + 2 F, n^ffi *.i(r s" + 2 P s,)

-+"^t# +znnuiffi-

Thhd reru,r: subsrituting into the:thi,rd "* t I[# 
+,sn ft -raiJ O - zu)&,

and integrating Fves,

r o*-"i ea{-zr enn,ft+gas'(r-rfi}

I{,euce gathering up tho constituent te,ru$and dividing throughby-B gilcs the

momeffum oqlration as,
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[*t, 
- G - ")nl- 

. *T)* + 2r,.["lo. a n n - rcn)-*'," *]*

+ a ult + (fi- "* )l* . 
[,,: 

$+ 2 P n 
^,)+ 

*" 
]*

*d.[s" ., rf,',) -":{}, ***^)H*'o r.:#X*#',[ - rn)=,ru

$A3-A

Like the mass-con$ervationcquation this version of the mot1lenrun eqUntion is

frrore csmplex than the prev(ous two and also reliee ol the choiceof transverse

velocity distributisn

4,4.4 Iong trfave celdrity From the lvlethod of characteriedes

the Curvilinear de Saint'Venmt Bquations 61p s36fu,rrgwriUpn in teso pafis as

(r-*", +r, (1+ P*^ffi

.[$ u. F n)- r *o)* - K ^** = u,,

wher€,

u, = t-,r" (,so + Fn^sr)+#n^,u, - u"A-^ la

and

({.4,4't7
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(4.4.+2)

(+4.3-3)

(4.4.34)

4.4.5 Irrotational Flow

The special c,ase of inOtational flow (i.e, fr = x ) has ihe eorrespondiug

characteristic equation

[* 
n . W - dn]-. "^+)* + Zu.(ru *' o n - rc n')- r.^4,*

+ao[+ @-*,^W*[,; tt* zl,*^1*4)*=u"

qz = ilcQ-,t[r, * rf u,) ..:{*,.*", 
J#- 

zAn u!#*-#s,g- rn)

Equation (443-2) + i (+"+-l-l) eventually gtv,es the quadratic

- |Q* Ou - K n^)t + f",@fi 
+ K n^ - 4 Ffr -2V

*+": kn + P n -t)-#tt + @ -r)al= s

Solving by the qrladnnic fonnula glv€s the valuas,

a =*@t - Kil^ -2-2 Pfil*.1l$(r - rfr + Kn^)

which on substituting into one of tho, expresions for the characteristics gives 
'

# = u,(r* on -I.o *|*n^)-,F, 
[t 

+]rn *;""^), (4-4.3-5)

which gvee the sane expression for celerity aS the previous two case$'
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# = u.(,. I. u *1 * n,) - .,[*" 
[t 

+ ]r a * ]* " ^).
(4.4.5-l)

(^\
Substitution for u,l = Y(l - *fr) | leads to an equation identical to Equations"\ A' ')

(4.2.5-7) and (4.3.4-7) even though they were derived by taking a general linear

velocity distribution.

Irrotational Model:The version of the curvilinear de Saint-Venant equations

derived in Section 4.4, along with expressions for celerity, transverse velocity

gradient and transverse surface gradient for the irrotational flow case are briefly

described in Section 5.4.3 . Appendix 2 contains a discussion of the background of

this model and describes the derivations of the expressions for transverse velocity

and surface gradients tirat complete the model'

4.5 POSITION OF REFERENCE LINE

It has already been indicated that the position of the reference line is, within

reason, arbitrary. The following derivation supports that.

Consider two possible downstream axes s, and s, a distance A apart (Figure 4'5)'

The reference lines on the axes have corresponding radii of curvature r, arrd r"

where

rr=rr*A-

Inverting this relation gives,

(4.5-1)
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-=-=12 4+a

(4.5-2),.+J

Expanding the inwrse by the binomial thesrem gives to first ordsr,

r 'r-'
Kz=Ktlt-A I =r,6-r,A),- t ,r)

and

5e=[-EA).
KI

The wave speeds along, srand s, respecdvely arq gircn by

",t 
=+0+r,4 +xn^r).,B

ad

"l =+0 +rrfi"+rcrn^r).B

Hgtire 45 Parallol Befur,wc Axat

(4.s-3)

(4.s4)

(45-s)

w,herc

fir,n^ are relative to the aris withradius of curvatwe 4

fi2, n^2 arp relative to fie alris with radius of cnrvirttye 12 ,g1d

fr, -frr= ftrt -M^t = A,
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and

If r, and t2arc the times taken fot a long wave

ctoss-seetion II measured relative to refersnee

to travel fnsua eross'seEtion I to

lines at s, andc, then

(4.s-6)

(4.5-8)

(4.5-e)

n60tr=T

n60tz=?
c2

@"s-7)

where d 6 is the angle tonmed when the lines of the cros$-sectio.ns are extended to

meet at the ccntre of curvaturc. (Figurc 4.5). Dividing 4 by f, gives,

tt rr 6 0 cz Kzcz
l:LL=-
t2 cr r"60 Kr'cr

whioh on substiurting for rr, ,K1.c1,c2leads to

!=0-K,A

f=u-K,A

If the square roots aro expand€d y the binomial theopm to the first order this

rado becomes,

*|,rr(fi, + o^r)

t*|",(t, *n,,))

$6* *r(4, +n-,))

which is equivalent to,

(4.5-10)

_l
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f = O-ro{t-} K,@'-fi,+n', -n', j) (4.5.11)

(4.s-12)

This gives the requircd ratio as

L= $-",o{t * }", @,- n+,,,n -,,, ))

| = A-r,a)ft+ r, A)= (t-ko)t) ,

i.e. independent of curvature to first order.

Although the expressions for celerity used in this analysis are f,unctions of r to

first order, design engneers are more ooncerned with time of traVel Of the lolg

wave than celerity. Hence the critical ftrnctisn is the ratio of time and so the

placement of the axis can regarded as srbitrtlry-
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V CTTRVILINEAR LONG WAVE MODELS

5.l INTRODUCTION

The derivations in Chapter 4 resulted in curvilinear de Saint-Venant equations in

three different sets of variables. This and the next two chapters will use the

equations in terms of discharge and area, as they are the simplest of the three'

The curvilinear kinematic model is straightforward and is described in the

following Section 5.2. As it has been demonstrated that the conventional method

of deriving the diffusion model cannot be used when there is lateral inflow

(Section 3.2.2),the basic two equation d^iffusion model is presented. Although the

limitations of the conventional method have been referred to, it is anticipated that

it will remain part of engineering practice in the near future. It will therefore be

applied to the curvilinear case. The general solution of the combined equation will

be discussed in ChaPter 6.

The dynamic model will be briefly presented as it has already been derived in the

previous chapter. The special case of inotational flow will be outlined' The

dynamic model derived in this thesis is, in Chapter 7, compared with published

laboratory data from model dam break studies.

5.2 CURVILINEAR KINEMATIC MODEL

5.2.1 Kinematic Wave Equation

It has already been noted (Section 2.3,1) that for the kinematic model' the

momentum equation is given by

Sr =So. (5'2'1-l)

This shows that there is a unique relationship between Q and A, given here by the

curvilinear mass conservation equation,
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tr .-- ,oL*oQ --.o. G.z.t-2)\L-Knn)E- a, -o'

It is possible to derive the kinematic wave equation in terms of either Q or A' (The

linear case used onlY Q.)

ln terms of e: Taking A = f (e), then + = ++,so that substituting into the
0t dQ 0t'

mass-conservation equation gives

(r-rcn^)t'folf*#=n, (s'2'1-3)

and comparing with the identity from calculus,

,  dQdt,dQov=EA-6
indicates that,

L=(r-* tdA 6z.14)
d,s r n' )do'

Hence the curvilinear kinematic wave speed c. ( = ds/dt) is to first order is

,, ,d9_ (5.2.1-5)[+rcn^1;

and the kinematic wave equation is

+* rdrQ = "q. (s'z.r-6)
dt ds

Interms of A: If we takeQ= h (A), (where h =f1), tn"n *=++' andthe
ds dA 0s'

mass-conservation equation becornes,

(t-*^^)ff*##=n, 6'2't-7)

which on multiplying by (l + rcnJ becomes to first order
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4*++(r+Knn)=a (r+rn,)
0t'dAds\

(s.21-8)

Corrparing with the identiry

ae=\dt*1*,dt ds

again gtves a ctrrviIinear kinematic wave speed of c = (t+ rcn,)ffi'tln"

kinematie w,ave equation in torms sf A is

dA , ^3A =,,h+rn \ (5.2.1i)
i*'*= q(l+ *n^).

kr this casc a slwilireaf factorhas appeared on the right hand side of the oquation'

As q is inflow per unit lengh and imperfectly knovtn, the cunrilinear sorection in

unlikely to be o.f any impact. Consequently a more reasonable form of the

kinemade wave equation maY be

0,A de:+ a:= €1. (5'2'1-10D

ds ds

S,2?Caryariso-n With Straight Channel Case

Conrgrarison with Section 2.3.L Shows that thE kinematic wave equation has the

same form in the einvilinear and straight chanrrel case' The only difference is the

(t + rn,)tactor, which corrbcts the kinematic wave oelerity for curvaurc'



5.3 CIJRVILINEAR UTTTUSTON MODEL

5.3.1 Curvilinear Diffusion Model with Inflow

It has been demonstrated that derivations of the diffusion model that rely on

linearisations cannot be used when there is lateral inflow' In that case it is

necessary to go to first principles and solve the basic equations.

This curvilinear diffusion model is obtained from the curvilinear de Saint Venant

equations (i.e. Equati on (4.2.2-L) and Equati on (4.2.3-6)) by retaining the friction'

gravity and pressure terms in the momentum equation. The model is thus,

fftt-*,.)*fi=a
(s.3.1-l)

ffid,

= rlu, -ft.fr-,,)]
[#. #p.a - n^)-'\# - *o - dX- 

'A's" 
+ gAs' (r - r;)

(5.3.1-2)

5.3.2 Conventional Derivation of the Curvilinear Diffusion Equation

It is shown in Chapter 6, that the curvilinear de Saint-Venant equations can be

linearised and combined to give,

o' ? *zu( t-r,tr 3 " \ d' Q rt0-Kfr"+zrn,)*
dt" .\ z io+!Kn^o)ffi+ul(t-Kfro+3Kn^o)E

-r: (r + r rt o * * n ^,)ffi- a, (1 + rc fr u * * n,.)fr + e r(t + rc fr ,)ff = o'

t12

(s.3.1-1)
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Which can coalesce into

lt ( r 3 \A)t^ |'Q

l*. ",(t - f;*a o * t*, ^o )A ) 
a - c:Q + rcn 

" 
+ Kn nJ#

- a, (l + rfro * *n^,ffi + or(r+ *n"ff = o'

(5.3.2-2).

Here thesubscript o indicates that the term is relative to a uniform base flow' r is

E)
assumed constant and co is the celerity of the long wave 

[= 1 ,, J'

As the usual convection-diffusion equation has unit coefficient for f , n9u"tion

(5.3.2-2) is rewritten as

a g- * - 
r, (, + K n -^P * \t - :o ")( 4 *, "(, - | *n,* I ",,, l$ l- o0t 0z\- --'-not as 0z [dt "\ 2 - 'z 

)ds )

- r, 
(t* [rt^,) u='? 

=o.-o 0" ds

(s.3.2_3)

The squared term is simplified by assuming that

* = t0 * * n^)!, - f, tt - zrc n + t * n^)ft . trt * * n ^)ft '
(s.3.2-4)

This is the author's curvilinear equivalent of the approximation used for the

straight channel case described in Section 2.4.2-

Substiruting into Equation (5.3.2-3) gives, when the Ch€zy law describes friction,



(1+

2ri

*c

-

)*;r

3(1-'

anQT

fr,rro

-u

-2-.l
,)

)-

,)

+K

,ro)

lrml

+(l

KI

L14

.r\-*"0...,-ll#

fio+3ttn*,\)#

(s.3.2-s)

Forclarity, the coeficients of X,# *o # are considered separately.

Cererity: The negative coeffrcient of Sao*omes on substitution for 0, and d, ,
ds

(t a p'\.
,11:-#l(t+r".")'

\z zro J

Thi.s is the expression for'the celerity of the sftaight Channel, whioh was, -derived

in Section t3.2.L plus a ctirvilinear correction.

Difrsion Coefficolh Expanding substituting for 6r, and simplifting gives the

diffrrsion coefficient as,



(+1,-'+.r#l'l-",.l..
[4] Po t ro ) ) )\.L

ZgSo

1.15

Q*o^"-,rtr] 'ellcn*

This once again deilonsua@s rhe exBected pattern of the straight channel case

.along w,i-th curvilinear corections,. Ilere the coffsction requires bodr ctoss-scGtion

factots.

Dispers,on COefficient The ccnfftcient "t ffib.ecomes 
on substitution 6r and

sinrplifieation,

-a f

hfu3-"?,1,-4, l4g'Jo" - Po )

.&W4Qxnn"-rcd")-ff":q ztr n,* - sr fi) + ) Q* n* - zr n) - | * *,*)

This slrows,the now familiarsame p-atrcmof straigtrt channet case and curvilinear

corr.ections in terms af xfio, altrd K n^n.

2,gSn
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5C DYNAMICMODEL

5.4,1 DSnarnie Model Eqrrations

The curvilinear dynmric nodel to first order is:

oAn \*6Q =o,, (t - tsrn-, 
d s

and

(5.4.1-2)

s - rc a1ff- [*t' - 3r(n - d\#.(+. #P4n - n*)-'t) #

(5.4.1-1)

Thcse are of,cstnse, the full de Saint-Venant equations dsfived in Chaprcr4'

5.4.2 Celerity of the Dynamic l{ave

The celeriry of the dynamic wive has already beerr shown to be (Section 4'2'5-8)'

(s.4-2-L)

Appendix I deseribes a hand calculation of the size of dy'nanic model celeriry for

m ee- floods of and several c1gss-seetlons along the Wairoa River in New Tralald'

The calculations demonstrate the effects of cross-section asyrnmetry and changing

gurvatutB.

-{CI - *^gi -84s, + sr8A(1 - rfr) + ffi.t' - o^)-u, 
] 

= o'
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5.4.3 Irrotational Model

In the course of the work described in this thesis a complete model was developed

for the dynamic model for irrotational flow (Nalder,1995). This is set out in Table

5.4.3.Mass conservation and conservation of momentum are described by the

curvilinear de Saint Venant equations in terms of ro and 4o with pset equal to r'

The expression for the celerity of the long wave is that derived previously in

Chapter 4.

Expressions for the transverse velocity gradient and the ransverse surface gradient

are obtained by analysis of the irrotational condition. These derivations are

described in detail in APPendix 2

5.4.4 Model Study

In Chapter 7 the dynamic model is applied to the case of a laboratory scale study

of dam breaks. This is not intended to be an exhaustive comparison' It is an initial

comparison to see whether the derived equations are reasonable' The laboratory

model is a simplification of an actual engineering dam break, but does contain

sufficient features to enable an estimate to be made of the model's accuracy' It is

found that the dynamic model derived in this thesis provides a reasonable

prediction of long wave behaviour.
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Nlass-ConscrvatiCIq Equation

( n- "2\0rc+u,(4 +rn,d)+lr,iu -"^7)i= qt B.

g - * n)+ - E n-++.%0+ * o)ft *[*Ot* r n)- r n^A*

(5.4.3-U

lVlomentum Equa.tfun

(* - r.. ^ 9* . 
" +l* " | $ * * fr) - 2K n^ +)*

.[,r u + 2r n^) + +]*. *: *, # - "r(ur, 
. "^9#

+u,!o (S 
" 
+ zn-s, )+ t, #(t - * fr) = rcr-

T.aqsvense veloclty Gradient 
(5"4'3.2i)

o=-%-. (5.4,3,4)
L-Kn

Tranqverse Surface Gradient

ul tt,
rl= eo- *-A. 

(5-434)

Long lV,avc CeteritY

"=m. €.43-5)

Tabte 5"43 Irrotaffonal Flow Nlodel
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VI LINEARISED CURVILINEAR DE SAINT.VENANT
EQUATIONS

6.l INTRODUCTION

Chapter 3 considered unsteady flow in open channels by linearising the de Saint-

Venant equations and considering a general solution of the single equation

obtained by combining the mass-conservation and momentum equations' This

analysis is repeated here for the curvilinear case.

6.2 LINEARTSATION OF CURVILINEAR EQUATIONS

6.2.1 Linearisation of Mass-Conservation Equation

The curvilinear mass-conservation equation without lateral inflow is

dA,. \*0Q =o. (6.2.1_1)

ar\t-Kflnr ds

The individual variables are expanded about a steady base flow in tenns of a small

parameter 6. The following expansions are used;

A= Ao+dAr+...,

e=e,+6et+...,
fl^ = fl^o + 5n^rl,."rwhere fl^t = Arn'^o

fi = fro + 6 rtr+...,where fi, -- Arn'"

(In the expansions for fr, efrrd n^, the prime denoted differentiation with respect to

Ao.) As r is constant for a given cross-section being fixed by topography, it is not

linearised.

Substituting into Equation (6'2.1-1) gives

lr- *(n^" + 6n^,\fito, + 6 A,1*fi@" + 6 Q,)= o . (6.2-t-2)
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T,ersthorder

(t-rcn,*\ff*tf: =u.

Hence * , *u * must both equal zero which is consiste,rit with a steady

hase flow.

(6.2.1-3)

(6.2.t41

(6.2.1-5)

Filst orde,r:

(r-,c,)ff-*n^,***=o'

as it has beer shown that + =0, the nass conserv'ation eqrmtio-n becomes

Q-*,)**fi=o

6.2.2 Linerisation of the Momentum EQuation

Withnoiinflow, the momentum equation is,

$ - K il# . ftv - k(n -,^ll# .(+. #P* @ - o ^\ -'t) #
-ffV-^)#.sr8l{1 -Efr)-gASu =o '

c6.2.2-L)

For clarity; each terrn is lineadqed separalely-
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F'inst term;

p-*flff becomes $-*n;ff*a{-"a fr.r.-,.u)#l'
Second ter,m:

fP't*6 - "^)l# on unearisation bocomes'

Thhd terms

['. #p"fo - n^)-tl ff* rinearised term bv term to give'

[*. q'w@, - n*)-']) *- {+. *."P*F' - 
^ ^.)-t\*

.{H 
+) 

*":V @' -'^'\.(*,- *)P.'' -"''l-')]) *
Fourth tesnl

The terrr *V -n^)#,becomes

P - 3* (n" - . ;1*. 
{'[::,,"ff 

@ - *(a" "-') *}

.,: o.V.-'* )* o{(4 - n,, ) * (r* - H@. -, *ll*
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Fifrh terrn:

The ftiction and bed slope t€un8 are combined to glve the term

gA[S/(l- Kfr)-S,]Ilow.everis may be argued ttrat as the ftiction slope Sr is at

best an estimate, multiplying it b1 a curvaturc correction is a speeious

improvement. For the Work aongidercd here, the tory,at1l1,g factor will be ignored'

The friction slope has dready been linearisedin section 3.23 as'

(6.2;.2-2)

whercp = I andy = 2,when the friction is described by the Ch€.zy equation and

u =land v = 2, when it is deseribed by the Manning equation',3

This gives the forcing term in the forln

s, = s,[r*(ll+ 4d* * 16+* raf,

ss,[{r+u)d{, . N+*raf'

which can be ftrrther simBlified as 6,4, + 6 rQr where, as in Section 3'2'3'

(p'.\
d, =sql pA"+-(p*r)|,

\ro)
A

0, = gS,vf ,
9o

P' = A"Pi'

After these substitudons the momenurm equation is obtained to zef,oth order gnd

tben to first srder.
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Zeroth order:

The zero orderrnomentum equadorr is:

$ - r n")ft * o 
"P 

- 3* F, - "*ilk
J + * u"^12fr" - u,,*)-tj) *. nle"@" - n,*\ff = o'
\' 4 eL ') ds 

(6 .z.z-3)

It has already been shown *" *= 0. I{owever, ff itAto zsro bocarse the

base flow is assumcd to be steady. subdtuting for these values gives the zenoth

order momentum equati'o:r as:

(*. uiln(fr" - *,*)-'f)* + u| A"@, - o^"1fi = a . 6,2'24)

(Theassumptionof steady flow doesnotimplyll"' $ =O'1

First order:

AssembJing the first order comBoxents of the mornentlm equatiorr and

substituting *t *,#,*u* gives:

g - r n )ff +,,P - sr(fr o -, *\* .(* + ulp,rc(n. -,,*) -tj) #
.[[f +)*z'':l*& -',.l*-f)t'"'o - 

"'t 
-')]]*

*: +l@,- n,, ) * 
[z ^u 

- )r. - 
" ".r)# + 0,4 + 0,e, = 0 -

(6.2.2-5)
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Rearrarrging Equatiolt {6.2.2.3\grves the following Gxpl€ssion for d.{lds as a

tunction of dx/Os:

"34{s_"d_!K (6.2.2{)dA" 
=_0s

t.4P*@"-o-)-11 
d'

Whonthis subetitution is rnade, a complicated first order momentu6 equdion

appears i.e.,

1r - * a,1ff + w 
" 
(2 - 3rc,(a 

" 
- r,*))*

{+ -*P.(n - o*)-tj)*.,# * a,A, + o,A = a.

il

where C=

( e, q'l
[,4, B")

*z*:16, - 
" ^,.(t- fJt',.tu' - ^ ^,1- 

L

*,:A.[(a -,,, 1* 
[z t - *),*- n,-)],

(62.2-7)

Ilowev,er as is shown belorv (Seotion 6.3)" the remainder of the analysis Can be

carried out using the nsinentUm equation with the simpte csef,frcient C'

63 COMBINED EQUATION.

As the analysis in Sectiol6.2 has removed the derivatives'of Q"and At ftorn the

f:irst order equati{rn,ma$s-o-onsewatiOn and momeRtum equationS:, ftey Can be
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'rervritten in tems of Q FQ)and A (= A')'The momenturn equation can also be

simplified'by setting ,: =+. The equations are now:

IVlass.Conoervatlm Equatiou:

F*")#*fr=o . (6.3-l)

Momentum Equatlon:

V * a,)# * u 
"(F'- 

3*@. - ";lX (6.3-2;)

+G3 + wlprc(i. - u*)-t)#. t# * 0,A+ a,Q= a'

Again the equations are csmbined by cross-differentiating and Substinrting'

Difterentiating Equation (63-l) with respect to s gives;

1t-**)ffi*ffi=0, (6.3-3)

while differentiaring Equation (6.3.2) with respect to t gives;

$ - * a,)ffi +, 
"(z 

- 3*F,,- n,)) a'g
dtds (6.34)

+(ci + u\W@" - n,*)-t:|4#. r,# * t,# = n

fire c avas factor has vanished frorn the monentum equuion. within the dme

scale of the work in this thesis, the pattern of meanders is not expeeted to change'

Hense a derivative,with rcspect to t of 0r</0s is zem'
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Substituting for 02A/0s0t from Equation (6.3'3) and dA/dt from Equation (6'3-1)

gives the momentum equation in terns of Q only, i'e'

V * r)# + r"(z - 3*@, - ^^"\# - u?" Qr fr " - 3 K n,* - t)#

- r'" (L * * r,-)ffi- B, (1 * * n^")fi + o, ff = o'

(6.3-5)

Rearranging the equation to give a unit coefficient f., # gives the combined

equation as:

# * ru"(r - |,a" 
.1. "^")#+ fi g - K n o + t rc n ^")ffi

-"i (1 + tc fr, * * n,)ffi- e, (1 + r fr o * * n^,)fr + 0 r(t + r n)ff = o'

(6.3-6)

This equation coalesces ints

(a (- I - 3 )r'\t^ -ztt,.-a,ea $'Q
lfr- ""lr-]rcn, 

*i*""")*) o- cl(t+ rcn'o + Kn^,hF 
(6.3-j)

- d, (r + rcfio * * n^)ff + o'(t + r fi,)ff = o,

which is the curvilinear equivalent of Equation (3.2.44)'
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6.4 GENERAL SOLUTION OF TIIE COMBINED EQUATION

6.4.1 General Solution

The general solution is again assumed to be of the form

Q(s,r) = g,exp!.es+Pr), (6'4'1-l)

where e is the wave number, used instead of k to avoid confusion with r' the

curvature. To substitute into the linearised momentum equation the following

derivatives are required:

X = peos(a*F), and # = Fz ooe(o'r) ,

X = i €eoe(io*to), and # = -€, poe('u*u),

and

+=iepQ"e(ia+P).
d sdt

iubstituting these expressions into Equation (6.3-6) and dividing through by

qos(isilt)results in a quadratic in p;

- ":(L 
- K fro + 3rc n^o)ez - dr (1 + rc rtu + r n^u)ie = o.

(6.4.1-2)

For ease o-f calculation the quadratic is rewritten with simplified coefficients, i.e'

p'+laie+ f lP+ 8e2 + iie=O, (6'4'1-3)

where,

,' *lr, 
", { r - }r n 

" 
* }*, ^,) 

+ 0,(r + K n "ltt+ 
c,' (1 + r n o + r n,*)el
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(ra\
a = 2u"ll-=r*u" +|rcn,* 

),

f = or(t+rfr")t,

s = c:,(L + r fr o + * n,*\- u!(t - r'fi , + 3t n*) wd
j = -or(r+ rn" + rn*\

This quadratic is solved using the standard formula with the squarc rmt evaluated

gsing the binomial theorcm. As &e discussjon in Chapter 3 has already

demonsfiAted that the wave has dispersive effects, the binsmial expansion iS

truncated at a3 . This is sufficient to enable comparison with the expressions for

celerity and diffusio'n coefftcient derived in Section 34'3

Solving Equation (6.4.1-3) forp gives

d. f
l,t = --rE --z

r *@af - +il ,, *l (at -zit -z 4f tT-
+

.I

Substituting back into the general solution and reanangi'ng gives,

Q=Q:re'r'P

(6.4.r4)

rcs-re!-t--tr*
t'*-lffik@rr'11
.'{ry.{WWV

(6.4.1.5)
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6.4.2 Advection and Diftrsion Coefficient'

It was shown in Chapter 2 that the general solution can also be written in form'

which displays dispersive and diffusive behaviour i'e"

Q = Qo"*p{r e(s - cr)- De't}'

where,

c is the advection velocitY, and

D is the diffusion coefficient'

(6.4.2-l)

Celerity:

comparing Equations (6.4.1-5) and (6,4.2-1) shows that the advection is

This again shows that there are two waves associated with this long wave model'

substitutin gfor d, f edfldi gives the curvilinear advection.as

,It

,,I

-i*r,*|**^")

; 
f,r 

fr . * |*,^.). fitt - 
K n 

^o)

ltlo
+(, -1* u 

" 
* ]*,^").ff O - K no + zr n 

^")

-E? * 1* " * Z* "^,) - ff O + 2r n o + 4r n 
^")+€t

-W? + ]x n, rf,*, 
^") -ff ft + 3r n o + 3rc rt,*l

(6.4.2-2).
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This ean be co:npared wlth ttre straight ehannel que in uu,6 1 and 6t by

substinrting for V in Eqpation (3.4,3-3) and tnrncatinEat k' ' The tn'rncated

Equadon (3.4.3-2), is

which on substituting becornes'

l- . 0, ,,(zdu" -2c30, -,ff -60? *%.*.ZdJl .$.4.2-3)
c = uo *1". * r,-,lT - T -E -E - d - 4 ) )'\v'-'- 

v/

Cornparing Equadons (6"4.2-2) and(6;4.2.3) demonsffates that the fomer has the

now familiar patt€fn of straiglrt ohairnel case plus curvilinear corrertion'

Diffusion Coeffisie,nt

Again trere arc tw'o coeffrcents correspgn'd4g to each of the wa\re' \Mhen the

posirfive squafe root is chosenn the valtle for D is straight forward,

o =@t 
-?.if -V' ::r)4f' 4f

which s-n eubstitution becornes;

n = fi $ - z r ii o + 3r n,*) + T? - 1* 
u 

" 
* ]* *,*). r4rO 

- r n o + 2r n,*)

-*O-4rfr o+xn*).. 0r'
(6.4.2-3)

c = ilo-[" -



The equivalent expression for the straight channel case is ry, which on

substituting for V glves,

p=u3 *2'"9, .q -d-."-0r' ?'1, '0i 02'

Both Equations (6.4.2-3) and (6.4.24\ are of the same form"

When the negative square root is chosen the resulting version of Equation (6.4.1-5)

contains the factor 'f . This is equivalent to the 6, of the straight channel case, but

in the spirit of this work it is no surprise to discover that it has the forrr of the

straight channel expression along with a correction for curvature i.e.

f (= o,(t+ lr4 )) .

If f is regarded as some frictional effect on the wave, then the diffirsion coefficient

is,

o=-@r::iY..W (6.4.2-s)

If on the other hand f is regarded as s function of s 
2 then the diffirsion coefficient

is

D=-fe-,ry.W (6.4.2-6)
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(6.4.24)
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6.5 CONCLUSION

Chapters 5 and 6 detail a complete description of long wave models in curved

open channels. As the model equations have been presented in terms of discharge

and cross-sectional area they are applicable to all types of curved channels

including natural channels with their changing shapes and curvatures'

In each case the model can be described in terms of the straight channel case plus

a correction for curvilinearity. The engineer is then able to make an estimate of the

size of the correction for a particular channel or watercowse and decide whether

that correction is sufficiently large to warrant inclusion in the design calculations'

The shortcomings of the conventional derivation of the diffusion model are still

apparent in the curvilinear version and the engineer is advised to use the diffirsion

model by solving the basic equations.
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VII SOLUTION OF DYNAMIC

CHANNEL

7.1 INTRODUCTION.

MODEL FOR RECTANGULAR

ln this chapter the dynamic model developed in Chapter 3 is applied to an open

channel, with prismatic rectangular cross-section, constant curvature and no lateral

inflow. The solutions are presented in the form of 'Matlab' routines

This simple case is reported in the paper Experimental Results of Two-

Dimensional Dam-Break Flow by Bell, Elliot and Chaudhry, published in

Journal of Hydraulics Researclr volume 30,lggz,No.2, pages 225-252.Tltts

experiment was carried out to validate the two-dimensional model of Dammuller

et.al.,(1989) and thus can only be applied to a one-dimensional model to a limited

extent.

It should also be emphasised that this is a very simple case. The dynamic model in

a natural channel must allow for variations in curvature and variations in cross-

sectional shape usually expressed in terms of fr and n. ' These in turn will vary for

a given cross-section when the water level rises and falls. Also in a natural

channel, the cross-sections of interest are unlikely to be evenly spaced'

7 .2 THF,' LABORATORY STI.JDY

The channel-reservoir alrangement is shown in Figure 7.2.1-1, which reproduces

the figure from the paper. The curved channel was 0.3m wide and 0'41m deep

with a centreline radius of 1.07m.
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Sactlon B-B
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Figure 7.2.1-llaboratory Dam-Break Model (Ref' Bell eea$
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Positive waves down the channel and negative waves in the upstream reservorr

were generated by a dam-break mechanism, which instantaneously lifted a plate

separating the reservoir from the channel. Details of this are given in the paper'

Tests were conducted with smooth and rough bed. The smooth steel plate channel

was roughened with a layer of steel wire mesh held down by wooden battens

attached at 80 mm intervals (centreline distance). The Manning roughness

coefficient n was determined by trial and error. A steady state flow was set up and

the measured water surface profile compare with that predicted by an equation

describing a quasi-steady-state flow i.e.,

dy S, -Sr
d*=@'

I - --------
gA'

where I ,rthe rate of change of depth along the channel length and the other
dx

tenns are as previously defined. The calculated values were n = 0'0165 for the

smooth

channel and 0.040 for the rough channel. In practice, there was a small variation in

n with respect to discharge over the range of flows considered. For the work

described in this chapter, the value of n was assumed to be fixed at the quoted

values.

capacitance probes in the reservoir monitored the negative wave and water

profiles were recorded in the straight and curved sections of the channel, by video

camera. Again details are to be found in the paper'

For both roughnesses, the reservoir water level was varied from 0'35 m to 0'2 m in

0.05m steps. For each reservoir level, tests were conducted with stationary water
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channel deprhs of 0.0, 0.13, 0.025, 0.051, and 0.076 m for the smooth channel

case, and 0.0, 0.025, 0.051, and 0.076 m for the rough channel case. The papel

contains results for the two pairs of tests are shown in Table 7 '2'2-I'

Although the paper presented the results for four studies, this study was confined

to the two smooth channels, Test 2 and Test 21'

7.3 THE MATIMMATICAL MODEL

7.3.1 Basic Mathematical Model

The design of the experimental setup creates certain requirements for the basic

mathematical model. The salient factors are

. two sepalate sections with constant curvature so that curyature

has to be specified at each computational point'

)L 
has to be. two points where curvature changes, so that 

7s

specified at all points' even if the value is 0'

o there is no lateral inflow so that q=0,

. the reference line is placed at the mid-point of a symmetric cross-

section, thus setting fl^ =0,

o the channel width B is constant as the channel is prismatic,

. as the rig was set horizontally, So=0'
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Table 7.2.I-lDetails of Laboratory Shrdy

Incorporating these factors gives the following pair of equations;

dA *oQ =o.dt ds

(, - K q#. 
ftt, - 

3K 4#. i# * ft {r*, -r)

(7.3.1- 1)

+ -1o* + sAs,(t - r;; = s.
0sAds

(7.3.r-2)

As discharge changes, so do both cross-sectional area and velocity, i'e' the water

level rises and falls and its slope changes. For a general channel, the shape of the

cross-section and the superelevation governs the value of fr.

However, for a symmetric channel, fr is controlled only by the super-elevation and

loi is thus, in effect, a second order effect. As the preceding analysis has dispensed

wirh second order terms, this suggests that for a symmetric channel the curvature

effects can be ignored. This is not necessarily so. The following section uses the

data reported by Bell et.al. to demonstrate that although roE is of second order' its

value is sufficiently greater than those of the deleted second order telms that it is

more accurate to keep it in the equation than to leave it out.

Test No. Reservoir

Level

tnitiat Water

Channel

Depth

Value n

2

2n

2L

2In

0.305 m

0.305 m

0.305 m

0.305 m

0.0

0.0

0.0762 m

0.o762 m

0.0165

0.040

0.0165

0.040
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7.3.2 Second Order Terms for the Laboratory Study

In the course of deriving the curvilinear de Saint Venant equations the following

factors were assumed to be negligible; tf, p* (from the definition of the general

,"
linear velocity distribution), and Z"'K-"- (in Section 3.1'3'1)' As p is typically of

1

the same order as K, then the relevant factors *e Kt and zuoK ' 'I

Calculation of fr for prismatic channel'

The moment of area for the cross-section is obtained by summing those for each

of the four subsections of Figure 7 .3,z-L.The total is divided by area to given an

expression for fr .

Moment of area (a)

Moment of area (b)

Moment of area (c)

Moment of area (d)

@E)/8

4dt+ ilf/8

yfr n+

- yBz /12

c.+R"

Fig 7 .3.2-L Prismatic Channel

Hence the rotal moment of area is -+yflt2+, so that fr is -lyfrtZ+A' (The negative

sign indicates that the centre of mass is to rhe right of the reference line')

A photo in the paper by Betl et.al. shows an example with the following data

dt= 102 mm,

d1+ 2Y = 138 mm,

B = 305 mm,

Radius of cuntature = 1070 mm.
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This corresponds to a curvature of 9.3 x lOa *-l 
"nO 

a rC value of 8'7 x 10-7

mm-2.

As the tangent of the angle of superelevation has been shown in section 3'l'3'l to

-.2 .-
be equal roui 

*,the 
value of uo is 1115.7 mm s-1. The maximum value of

g

,uoKzn occurs when n is 152.5 mm. It is 3.0 x 10's. Substituting into the derived

I
formula for fr gives a value of 13.07 mm so that rcli is 1215'6 x 70's '

For this particular experiment, the value for rfr has been shown to be 400 times

the value of the largest negligible term' It is also sufficiently large to require the

retention of the rfr term in the mathematical model'

7.3.3 Discretising the Equations

Solving the equations using finite differences is easier if the momentum equation

has unit coefficient for aQ/?t. This form of the momentum equation is

+. 9r, - * il+. i+t' + rn')- %o- . 41# - +, *+ gAS, = 0
dt A\- - '0s lg. , 4". -)ds

(7.3.3-1)

As it has been shown that fi = -#, then as y = ry, 
fi canbe set equal to

K Bt 8' oz 
= 
B' 

.The equations then become,- * ?,or -KRr 
Et 

' whgrc' R,= 
rzg. 

- r
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Q.3.3-2)oo *dQ =0.0t ds

aQ +9(r*rra, o'-) dQ +
T-;[-- ^ ^' At )E-

[#[' 
- rc' R #) #(r + r'R, #))# *'#X+ sAS' = o

Q.3.3-3)

The model is further simPlified to

#.fr=,, Q'3,4)

# . 1('. -' #)X.[u^[' - -' f' ) - #('. -'#))#

- 
^r%*RrA 

= o. 
0.3.3_5)

n, =#,
R, = 9.S7,

where' 
Rr = KzR'

R,=x#R'

"t fi 
is known for the channel (and will be obtained by surveying for a natural

channel) its value can be drawn into a constant. (Its value will be zero except

where it abruptly changes.)

These equations are solved using finite differences. Points in time are spaced 'k'

apart and points in distance are spaced 'h' apart. The momentum equation has the

added complications of .d and (Q/A) outside the partial derivative' This is dealt
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with by using a right differencing scheme (i'e A0 is 0r - Q,-,where i is the step in

space) and then moving the whole scheme one step backwards' The step size was

adjusted until sufficient accuracy was obtained'

When the dynamic model was presented in Chapter 2, a section was devoted to

describing the Preissmann scheme to solve the dynamic model' This scheme is not

being used in this case, as there is no downstream boundary condition.

Mass Conservation: Discretising the momentum equation gives,

A,.i*, - A,.i 
*Q,.i - Q,n.i _ O

kh
so that,

nlL. r-- 4., ] * rclQ. t - Q,-,. 1f= o,

and

A,,j*, =llo,^, - e,.,\* A,.,.

If j becomes (i-l), the discretisation becomes

Ai.i = lln^,, - Q,.,uf+ A,,n.

Momentum Equation: This becomes

(7.3.3-1)

]-* +'R,A,.i 
=o
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which cau bo rearranged to $va

e,.rr = e,,i - r HIr- ^r r+, J[%b]

Then allowingj to bereplaaedby (i-l)gvesi

+ftBi f.';-rnr4"r-, =o

-f 
[*,n,-,[,-.-F,,,,J-#['."F,',-J].,-'-4-',-'l

(1,.3.3-2)

?3.4 tr'riction SloPe Calculation

Bell et.al. de-scdbe the roughness of the channel in te,trrs of Manniagls n whilet the

model reqUires the ftistion slope sp Figrre 7' of the paper aonlains two pair of

measrued'and comB-gted water stnface profites along with tlre corresponding

,steady flsw and the caleulated n. Taldng the wafer deplh at mid-diotance aloug the

,channel as'typical, the ftictiou slope is calculated for each set of profiles by

sribstitudnginto ttre Mauning equation in the forln
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(7.3.+r)

The higher flow case where the discharge is 0.0165 m3s-r'tb' depth 0'156m and n =

0.017 gives an sr value of 0.0011. The other measurement was for a lower flow of

0.0095 m3s-r with depth 0.09m and n = 0.016 which gave an Sr=0.0008' An

approximate value of 0.0009 was used in the simulation'

Initially it had been hoped that the two cases for the rough channel could be

modelled, but it was found that the mathematical scheme chosen is very sensitive

to the Srfactor. When the higher value for friction slope was used, the calculation

became unstable and consequently was abandoned. This problem is referred to in

Chapter 8.

7.4 TEST 2.

7.4.1 Defining the InPut Function

Bel! et.al.'sFigure 16 contains plots of depth vs time for Stations 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8

for Test 2. Ideally the input would describe the wave as it came from the model

dam break. Unfortunately this is very difficult to establish, so for this study' the

wave front measured at Starion I is taken to be the input wave.(Figure 7 '4'l-D'

The simulation requires an expression for discharge as a function of time (to

establish the boundary condition Q (0,0) and for cross-sectional area as a function

of time (to establish the boundary condition A (0't))'

T.4.ZMtthematical Expressions for the Input Function

This is established as follows. A table of values of depth vs time is obtained

from the Station I plot. As the width of the channel is known, a table of areas

vs time is then calculated. The speed of the wave in the straight channel is

)

a r(a\l^l
-=-l -l J;.
A n\P) r
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estimated by comparing the times at which the wave is detected at Station I and

then at Station 2. Multiplying each cross-sectional area by velocity gives a table

of discharge against time. This data is reproduced in Appendix 3.

Discharge Input: The input data are plotted on Figure 7.4.2-1. The shape

indicates that they probably represent a flow of the forrt

e= e" -bexp(cr),

where

P is the discharge,

0o is the Plateau discharge,

b, c areconstants with c assumed to be negative' and

/ is time.

Initially a Log Q v Log r linear regression was carried out to provide estimates

of the model parameters. The final form of the function was obtained by using

the computer package SAS to perform a nonlinear regression' This gave the

function

Q = 0.066 - 0.063 exp(-1.920t). (7.4.2-r)

The SAS output is shown in Table 7.4.2-L. The resulting input function is

ploned in Figure 7.4.2-2.

Area Input: The same methods are used for the data relating cross-sectional

area to time. The resulting function (with A = area) is;

A = 0.038 - 0.036 exp (-1.927 t). Q.4.2-2)
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Non-Linear Least Squares Summary Statistics Dependent Variable

DISCHARG

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Regression30.166895735650.05563191188
Residual550.000856137350.0001556613
Uncorrected Total 58 0.1677518'7300

(Corrected Total) 57 0.01177151369

Parameter Estimate Asymptotic Asymptotic 957o

Std. Error Confidence Interval

Lower UpPer

A 0.0658s4606 0.00142568711 0.0629929615 0'0687111986

B 0.062956089 0.0027s243350 0.0573599317 0'0685522463

c -1.919510909 0.19769576132 -2.3157017522 -I'5233200658

Asymptotic Correlation Matrix

Corr A C

A I -0.132716531 0'8547134467

B -0.132716531 I -0'52541539

c 0s547134467 -0.524541539 I

B

Table 7.4.2-ISAS Output: Non-Linear Regression, Q (0,t) Boundary

Condition, TEST 2
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The initial data are plotted on Figure 7.4.2-3 and the resulting regression

expression is plotted on Figure 7.4.2-4.Table 7.4.2'2 contains the SAS output'

7.4.3 Matlab Routines and Boundary Conditions

The matlab routines developed for this calculation are attached and form Tables

7.4.3-L,-2,-3,4,-5,and-6.Tables l,2,3,and4aretheboundaryconditions'The

input functions derived in Section 7 .4.2 fotmtwo of them and initially discharge is

zero along the channel. Since the wave enters a dry channel, the initial area is also

zero along the channel.

However as the mathematics requires division by the area it is necessary to

provide a dummy boundary condition for initial area along the channel' Assuming

a small positive value (0.001), which was considered to be sufficiently small as to

not disturb the computation, did this.

The computations are carried out for positions along the channel approximately

equivalent to Bell et.al'sstations 2,4, 6 and 8 and the results are compared with

the plots published in the Paper.
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Non-Linear I-east Squares

Source

Regression

Residual

Uncorrected Total

Summary Statistics Dependent Variable AREA

DF

3

))
58

57

Sum of Squares

0.05796258527

0.00021675463

0.05817933990

0.01177151369

Mean Square

0.01932086176

0.00000394099

(Corrected Total)

Parameter Estimate Asymptotic

Std. Error

0.00071390644

0.00140941127

0.17274927779

AsymPtotic 957o

Confidence Interval

Lower UPPer

o.0372229728 0.04008437ls

0.0335161970 0.039t65239r

-2.2726984877 -1.58030446 19

D

E

F

0.038653672

0.036340718

-r.926s0r475

Asymptotic Correlation Matrix

Corr E F G

E

F

G

I

-o.134995767

0.8536814838

-0.L34995767

1

-0.52'165648

0.8536814838

-0.52765608

t

Table 7.4.2-2SAS Output: Non-Linear Regression, A (0't) Boundary

Condition, TEST 2
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ToBAl is the boundary condition of A (s, 0X INPLff

function z = BAI(s);

z = 0.001;

Table 7.4.3-LMatlab Routine BAl.m for Boundary condition A(s,O), TEST 2

Table 7.4.3-ZMatlab Routine BQl..m For Boundary condition Q(s'O)'TEST 2

Table 7.4.3-3Mattab Routine BA2.m For Boundary condition A (O't),TEST 2

ToBQI is the boundary condition of Q (s,0); INPIII

function z = BQI(s)

z = 0.000

WgeZis the boundary condition of A (0,t); INPUT

functionz=BA2(t)

z = 0.38 - 0.36 exp(-l.927t);

VoBQ2 is the boundary condition of Q (0't); INPUT

function s = BQ2(t)

z=0.66 - 0.063 exp (-1.92t);

Table 7.4.3-4Matlab Routine BQ2.m For Boundary condition Q(0'I)'TEST 2
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BQL BQz-, h, k, N, M' l' 8'B' 51)

%BALis thc bsundary condition of A (s,0); INPTXJ

TaB9lsthe bo-undary condidsn of A (0't); INPIJT

VaBQlis theboundary condition of Q (s,0); INPUT

%oBQ2is the boundary conditim of Q (0'0; INPU'T

Vosisthelength of [0 x] atong S direction; IIIIPUT

qoN is the number of mesh points in the S direction; INPUT

qol, dI, g, b, 51 are the conrstaots; INPUrS

trn=0</h).

P1=@^3/(12"9); R2=gB ; 1gJ=g*S 1 i

for i=l:N

A (i, l)deval (BAl, h*(i-l));

Q (i, l)=feval (BQl' ht(i-l));

end

%

forj=2:M

A (I j)=feavl (8A2, k*(i-l));

Q (lj)=feavl (8Q2, kn(i-l)); ,

end

for j=Z:trvX

for i=2:N

Rl=(l(if2)*R1

A (i,j)=A (i, j-l)+FR*(Q G-1, j-l)-Q (i' j'l)I
F=(Q (i, j-lyA (i, j-r));

G=R4*(Q (i, j-1)^2y(A (i, j-1) 3);

Q (i, j)=Q G, j-t)-FR*F*(2+C)n(Q (i, j-l)-Q G-1, j.1))-FR*(R2*A (i, j-l)*(l-Gl-

pn2*11+G))*(A (i, j-1)-A (i-1"j-10-k*R3{'A (r, j-1);

end

end

Table ZA$-SMatlab Routine 'Code.m', for TEST 2
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TaSet values corresBonding to code,m

Vo

slear

s=9.5; N=201M=8001;

h=sl(N-l);

k=0.001;

y=k*M-l);

8{.305; E=9.8; S 1='0,0009.;

l=zerss(1N);

Vo

for l=9:15

l (iH.e3;

end

%

%This is the calling se€luenee

[^ArQ]=code (B A 1',8A2', tsQ 1', tsQ2 

"h.k,N,M,1,g,8,S 

l];

t4;ky;
Vo

2g=A';

ZQ=Q';

Vofreplot required at distarre s=0.6 (for eample)

DIS=O,6;

NP=round @IS/h)+l;

AD=ZA (:, NP);

QD=ZQ (:,NP);

plo(t, AD)

(:,NP);

plot(t, AD)

Table 7.43-6Matlab Routine T)yrnic.m" for TEST 2
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7.4.4 Results of Simulations

In simulations of long waves in open channels the engineer is not primarily

concerned with getting an exact reproduction of the experimental data' (The

existence of experimental error makes an exact copy impossible') lnstead the

concern is to accurately model the speed of the wave and its maximum dimension'

The former would affect the time available for emergency services to operate, the

laner is need to define engineering stnrctures such as flood banks' In comparing

the predictions of the curvilinear dynamic model with the laboratory data' these

are the two factors, which will be considered. As the Matlab routines produce a

list of the area values plotted it is easy to see that each simulation plateaus out and

the corresponding depth can be obtained by dividing by 0.305 m, the channel

width.

Figures 7 .4.4 -1, -2, -3,and -4 show the graphs of cross-sectional area vs time and

discharge vs time for each of the four Stations. These are compared with Bell

et.al'sgraphs for depth vs time, which are reproduced as Figure 7.4.4-5' For

Stations 2 and,8 a single plot is given corresponding to flow in a straight channel'

The graphs for Station 4 and 6 show two plots corresponding to the inner and

outer sides of the wave as it moves around the curve. The reference line is placed

at the midpoint of the channel cross-section, but the depth at the reference line is

not expected to be the mean of the wall heights. While the transverse surface has

been treated as a straight line, it is in fact hyperbolic. We would therefore expect

that the depth at the reference to be less than the mean'

Comparison of the Figure 7.4.4 plots shows that the velocity of the wave is

predicted reasonably correctly. However comparison of depths shows a major

anomaly. The maximum depths with iis representing depth at the inside wall and

o/s representing depths at the outside wall are:
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Station Simulated

Depth (m)

LaboratorY

Depth (m)

2

4

6

8

0.1400

0.1302

o.r215

0.1288

0.04

0.03 (iis) -0.095(o/s)

0.045 (i/s)-0.095 (o/s)

0.04

Table 7,4.4-lComparison Model Results and simulation TEST 2

The simulated values are much higher than the values reported rnBell et'al'

However comparing the graphs for stations I and 2 in Figure 7.4.4-5, it can be

seen that there appears to have been substantial attenuation between the two' Over

a distance of approximately 4 metres and a time span of two seconds, the depth

falls from 0.12 m to 0.04 m, which is highly unlikely. Futhermore, examining the

corresponding graphs for Test 2n where the channel is much rougher' (Sr= 0'0048

compared with Test 2's Si= 0'009) shows a change from 0'14 m to 0'10 m over the

same distance. It appears that the values given for Stationl for Test 2have

(probably inadvertently) been inflated. The author is of the opinion that the error

was typographical - incorrect figures were placed on the vertical axis during

typeseting.

7.5 TEST 21

7.5.1 Input Data

The input data are obtained from the plot of depth vs time for Station I found in

Figure 22 of Bell et.al. andare tabulated in Appendix 3' It had been hoped that

input expressions could be developed for Test 2l as for Test 2' However as can
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be seen in the plot (Figure Z.j.t-t), the graph rises very steeply and most of the

points form a straight line with a slight downward slope. when a non-linear

regression is performed on these data, the straight section overshadows the steep

rise and the wave front is not defined. It is necessary to read the input data

directly.

7.5.2 Matlab Routines and Boundary Conditions

For Test 21, the previous Matlab routines were used with the following

modifications.

The file 'code'was modified to accept matrix data. The submitted data were

smoothed out using a spline routine and then data points were read off at constant

intervals. Files tsQl.m'and BAl.m'were retained to provide boundary conditions

for Q (s, 0) and A (s, 0).

Files tsQ2.m'and BA2.m'were replaced by a single file data'm'containing the

input data which had to be extrapolated to allow simulation of the long wave at

further down the channel and hence at a later period. Although the plot of depth v

rime for Station I only extended to 2.0 seconds the data from the depth probe

immediately upstream of the 'dam'indicated that the water level was roughly level

during the period [-5 second. It is therefore reasonable to extrapolate the plateau

at least a further 4 seconds. However to ensure that calculations could be carried

out at Station 8 it was necessary to have input data stretching to about 8 seconds'

In Test 21 the dam break wave was released into a channel containing still water

of depth of 0.0762m. It was initialty thought that this could form the (s' 0)

boundary condition, but when this was tried, the simulation became unstable and

the previous boundary condition was reinstated. As the Station 1 data begin at

approximately time = 0.027s, area = o.o26gm2 and discharge = 0'048 m3s-1, it was

decided to extrapolate the data linearly backwards so that area went from 0'0269
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O.0Z6gm2 down to 0.0232m2 (i.e. 0.0762m x 0.305m) and discharge from 0'048

m3s-t to o.o m3s-1.

This was over a period of 1.6 seconds. This exuapolation along with the plateau

extrapolation gave the required 8 seconds of data'

The original input data included an initial spike. The early work showed that the

simulation did not reproduce this spike, but as these points were in the data set'

they distorted rhe rising limb of the plots for both area and discharge' As this

initial spike is not significant from an engineering point of view, the data were

removed and the remaining points closed up. The routines are found in Table

7.5.2-1,-2,-3,and -4. The routine 'data.m'is not included, as it is simply a repeat of

the data in Appendix 3.

7.5.3 Results of Simulation

The results of the simulation for Stations 2,4,6

l, -2, -3,-4 and the original data from Bell el'al'

and 8 are shown as Figures 7 '5'3-

are shown on Figure 7.5.3-5'

Wave Celerity: Comparison of the corresponding plots shows that the simulation

predicts the wave celerity quite accurately. The rising limbs of the simulated plots

are not quite as steep as those of the laboratory data, but from an engineering

viewpoint this is not a major problem. Estimating the time of a:rival of the wave is

more critical.

Maximum Height: As the data has been extrapolated to enable the calculation to

proceed, it has in effect distorted the time scale. We therefore do not expect that at

numerically identical points on the time scale of model and simulated plots for a

given Station would result in an identical value for depth' As the variable of
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g6 BAI i* th"boundary com.dition of A' (s; 0); INPUT

fuuctiqn z =BAl(e);

z = 0,001;

Ta}te 7,54.tltfigt|ab Roufine BAl,u for Borrndary Condtfton.{'($',0t

TEST 2X

Tahle 7lj,?'2lvlbtlab Routhe BQl.nSo-r Boundar.y Gondtfiprrl g 1s' 0)'

l$gr zl

mnQ-i te tbe b.olmdary:eondition of Q (s, CI; INPttlf

funetion z =B-Qi(s)

z = 0*000
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ToSet values corresponding to code.m

Vo

clear

s=9.5; N=20'M=8001;

h=s/(N-1);

k=0.001;

y=k*M-l);

8=0.305; g=9.8; S1=0.0009;

l=zeros (1,N);

Vo

for i=9:15

t (i)=0.93;

end

Va

ToThis is the calling sequence

lA,Q]=code(tsA l', ts Q 1', tsQ2',h,k,N,M,l,g,B,S I ) ;

t=0:ky;

Vo

ZA=A'i

ZQ=Q';

%Theplot required at distance s=9.37 (foreample)

DIS=9.37;

NP=round@IS/h)+1;

ADI=ZA(:,NP);

QD=ZQ(:,NP);

ptot(t,AD)

hold on

plot(t,QD,'-)

hold off

i-aut" zs:-r u"tt b Routine'Dymic-m', For TEST 21
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function [A,Q] =.oddBAl, BA2, BQl' BQ2' h' k' N' M' l' g' B' Sl)

VoBAlis the boundary condition of A(s,0); INPUT

VoBQI is the boundary condition of Q (s, 0); INPUT

Vos is the length of [0 x] along S direction; INPUT

7oN is the number of mesh points in the S direction; INPUT

7ol, dl,g, b, Sl are the constants; INPUTS

FR=(lc/h);
Rl=(B^3)/(12*g); g2=g/B; Pl=g*S 1 ;

for i=1:N
A (i, l)-feval (8A1,1't*1i-1));

Q (i, l)=feval (8Q1, h*(i-l));
end
Vo

Vofor j=11\11

VoA (l j)=fsavl @A2, k*(i-1));
ToQQ j)=fsavl (BQ2, k*(i-1));
Voend

data
t=0:k:2;
A 1=spline(DA(:, I ),DA(:,2),t) :

Q 1=spline(DA(:, I ),DA(:,3),t);
if (M>2001)
for j=2:2001
A(1j)=A1fi);
Q(1j)=Ql();
end
for j=2002:M
A(1i)=0.055748:
Q(1j)=0-098674;
end
else
for j=l;14
A(1j)=At();
Q(1j)=Q1();
end
for j-2:M
for i=2:N
R4=(1(i)^2)*Rl
A(i j)=6i11- I )+FR*(Q(i- I j- 1 )-Q(i j - I ));
F=(Q(ij-l)/A(ij-1));
c=R4*(Q(i j- l)^2)/(A(i j- 1)^3);

oti;>qti j- 1)-ps*p*iz+G)*(Q(ii- 1)-Q(i- I i- I ))-FR*(R2*A(ii-l)*(l -G)-

p"21 
1 r +G))'r (A(i j - I )-A(i- I j - 1 ))-t<+R3 

* A(i i - I ) ;

end
end

ffiRoutine 'Code.m', for TEST 21
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engineering importance is the maximum water level it is more reasonable to run

the simulation for a longer period and then to compale the values at which each of

the pair of Plots Plateau out.

It should also be noted that although the transverse surface has been treated as a

srraight line it is in fact hyperbolic (see Appendix tr), so that dividing the

calculated area by the width will not necessary give the depth at the reference line'

lnstead it can be regarded as a 'typical'depth. The simulation is allowed to run for

12 seconds and the calulated values along with the corresponding values from

Figure 7.5.3-5 are given in Table 7.5.3-l

Station Simulated

Depth (m)

LaboratorY

Depth

2

4

6

8

0.180

0.171

0.r63

0.158

0.18

0.1? (i/s)-0.21(o/s)

0. 17(iis)-0.21 (o/s)

0.17

Table 7.s.3-tcomparison Model Results and simulation for TEST 21

Table 7.5.3-I indicates that the simulation gives depth values which are close to

those measured in the laboratory but show higher attenuation around the curve'

This underestimation of wave height would not in practice be critical, as the

engineer would, as a matter of course, add a factor of safety'
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7.6 CONCLUSION

This brief simulation demonstrates that the curvilinear dynamic model derived in

this thesis is a reasonable representation of the behaviour of a dynamic wave in a

curved channel. However it should be kept in mind that this simulation is for a

simple case. A more conclusive demonstration would be to compare it with field

data. However such data are not readily available'

Although this is a simple case, the solution of the equations was not

straightfonrard. As the defining equations form a pair of highly non-linear

coupled differential equations, developing a solution scheme suitable for a range

of conditions such as varying roughnesses is a major undenaking'

It also demonstrates that engineers who use a programme prepared by others

should appreciate the underlying mathematical structure and any assumptions or

qualifications that may have been built into the programme'
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VIII CONCLUSION

8.1 SI.MMARY OF TIIESIS

The work described in this thesis begins by establishing the three main long wave

models for straight open channels - kinematic, diffusion and dynamic (Chapters 2

and 3). It is then demonstrated that curvilinearity can be systematically allowed for

by incorporating it from first principles.

After deriving the de Saint-Venant equations in curvilinear coordinates, (Chapter

4) curvilinear versions of the kinematic, difflsion and dynamic models were

obtained (Chapters 5 and 6). The equations describing these models take the

following form -

'straight channel case + curvilinear correction''

With equations in this form, the engineer can easily estimate the size of the

curvilinear correction and decide whether it is significant. An example of this is

provided in Appendix 2, where the celerity of the dynamic wave is calculated for

three sets of data from the Wairoa River, (New Zealand)' This calculation

indicates that for long waves in channels which are either strongly curved or have

very asymmetric cross-sections the curvilinear colrection can be sufficiently large

to wiurant attention.

The validity of the curvilinear dynamic model is checked by comparison with a

laboratory study of dam break waves (Chapter 7). Although solving the derived

equations does not exactly reproduce the laboratory data, the agreement is close

enough to ensure that the model is sufficiently accurate to walTant use in an

engineering application.
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The superelevation of the curved flow is shown by this analysis to be a function of

curvature. consequently, for the case of a symmetric channel where the values of

the shape factors fi and n. depend only on the superelevation, the dimensionless

terms x fr and K nrn ate of order K 
2 . While the analysis is conducted to first order

and in general, second order terms are discarded, calculations with data from the

paper by Bell et.al. (1992) indicate that the superelevation term is sufficiently

large to demand the retention of the dimensionless shape factors despite being

second order. This reservation is true only for a symmetric channel. If the channel

is asymmetric, then the shape factors depend on the channel shape as well as the

elevation.

8.2 FURTIIER WORK

8.2.1Diffusion Model

In the course of describing the diffusion model, some limitations have been

uncovered. It has been shown that the conventional approach found in engineering

literature does not apply when the open channel receives lateral inflow' It also

arbitrarily restricts the model to a single downstream wave. When a general

derivation of the diffusion model is used (i.e. by substituting a general solution

into the differential equation obtained when the linearised de Saint-Venant

equations are combined by cross-differentiating and substituting), this analysis

indicates that the model implies the existence of two diffusion waves with

dispersive effects (Chapters 3 and 6). A next step would be to try to identify the

physical equivalent of the second (presumably upstream) wave and of the extra

facror 6" or er(l-r4)which appears in the general solution.

If the engineer has to apply the diffusion model to an open channel with lateral

inflow, (s)he will have no recourse but to solve the basic equations' Although

some computer packages based on diffusion routing exist, the general literature
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indicates a paucity of interest in attempts to solve these equations' Further work

needs to be done to develop numerical schemes to solve these equations

particularly over a range of roughnesses. This comment applies to both the curved

and straight channel cases.

8.2.2 Kinematic and Dynamic Models

The curvilinear kinematic model is fairly straightfonvard, but like the diffusion

model it has not to date been compared with existing field or laboratory data' Such

a comparison would be of interest.

While a successful attempt has been made to verify the curvilinear dynamic model

by comparing with a simple model study, the limitations of the solution scheme

employed restricted the application to a case of long waves in a smooth channel' It

would be useful to establish a solution scheme that could be applied over the range

of friction conditions found in engineering practice, i.e. Manning's n from 0'009

(smooth concrete line channel) to 0.10 (rivers with irregular alignment)'

A further challenge is to apply the derived curvilinear dynamic model to a long

wave such as a dam-break in a natural open channel. This would be more complex

than the analysis described in Chapter 7. Now both shape factors @,'^") and both

slope measures (So, 51) appear. The curvilinear de Saint-Venant equations are a

pair of highly non-linear coupled differential equations, which are not easily

solved.
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APPENDIX I . CALCULATION OF CURVILINEAR DYNAMIC

WAYE CELERITY

l.INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains the results of three hand calculations of the curvilinear

dynamic wave celerity and compares them with the traditional straight channel

formula. These calculations were done to provide an estimate of how big the

curvilinear correction would be in practice, particularly in extreme cases'

These calculations are based upon data from the Wairoa River, (New 7-ealand)

which were supplied by the Hawkes Bay Regional Council. The data consist of a

plan with the positions of the bench marks and line of cross-sections, the surveyed

cross-sections and bank water levels for floods which occurred in October 1990'

April 199I, and November 1991.

Radii of curvarure were scaled off the typographical map of the river supplied by

I{BRC. For each cross-section, the reference line was placed at the talweg' the

bank levels plotted and values of fi and n. calculated for each available cross-

section/flood level combination. These plots are attached as Figures 1-15' Figure

16 shows the positions of the cross-sections

2 WAIROA RIVER FLOOD OF OCTOBER 1990

Table AI-1 contains a summary of the analysis of this data where c is the celerity

calculated using the straight channel formula, C is the celerity using the new

formula (Equation 4.2.5-8), and Vo inc is the percentage difference between c and

C. The other symbols are as previously defined'
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There is some doubt as to the reliability of the measurements for cross-sections 2,

3 and 4 as here the superelevation is opposite to what would be expected' This is

probably due to a surveying elror. The usual practice is to estimate the position of

the flood level after the flood has subsided by looking for evidence such as debris

levels and tops of slips. It is easy to mistake the position of the top water level'

Section

No,

2

J

4

6

8

9

L2

13

T4

16

18

20

2L

23

26

Curvature

K

0.002

0.002

0.004

0.003

0.012

-0.005

0.01I

-0.011

-0.006

-0.006

0.008

0.004

-0.002

-0.007

0.003

53.7 56.0

205 27.4

57.9 51.8

5.2 9.0

24.3 22.5

-29.6 -6.1

39.2 4.5

-4.3 -10.5

-35.0 -35.5

-52.4 -52.0

32.6 48.0

20.3 37.0

-13.5 -6.8

-19.1 -24.0

?69 32.0

A

mt

965.5 156.5

1044.9 142.0

874.A 104.0

884.5 132.0

1162,2 r27.0

ro52.2 122.0

r 165.3 138.5

1181.2 165.0

1r85.6 136.0

1091.2 156.0

1268.0 103.5

1062.3 116.0

1060.6 79.5

rr02.4 116.0

1106.3 122.5

BcCVo
m ms-l ms-l inc.

fi116

mm

7.78 8.63 10.97

8.49 8.9 4.79

9.08 11.07 2194

8.11 8.28 2.13

9.47 r2.r3 28.08

9.20 11.28 22.65

9.08 13.28 26.3r

8.38 9.06 8.14

9.25 rr.2r 21.15

8.28 10.88 3r.32

10.96 14.49 32.24

9.48 10.56 11.46

11.44 11.67 2.03

9.65 11.11 15.09

9.41 10.24 8.84

Table AI-l Dynamic wave celerity for wairoa River, october 1990

The smallest increases occur on cross-sections 6 and 2I. Here the channel is

incised and roughly symmetrical so that the reference line is near the centre' The

correction reflects the small values of fr and n. '
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Cross-section 18 has the highest correction but the result is specious' As can be

Seen on the plot, the water level stretches beyond the centre of curvature' which

violates the assumptions of the derivation. The value of (rcn,)' is O.O'

The next highest coffections are those of cross-section 16 and 8' In these two

cases, the intersection of the water level with the bank is just within the centre of

curvature. Cross-section 16 has a (rn, )t value of 0.2 and so the correction can be

regarded as reasonable. Cross-section 8 on the other hand has a (rn,)2 value of

0.5, which puts this cross-section out of the range of application of the derived

equations.

An interesting comparison can be made between cross-sections 12 and 13' Both

have the same sized curvature but considerably different colrections' This can be

ascribed mainly to the difference in cross-section shape' Cross-section 12

approximates to what may be called the c/assic meander cross section asymmetric

with the talweg to one side. Cross-section 13 is much more symmetric' It should

also be noted that it also has a high value of @ ",)' = 0.82, (Cross-section 12 has

(r,n,)' =0.66) even though the surface water level is within the radius of curvature

3 WAIROA RIVER FLOOD OF APRIL 199I'

Fewer data are available for this flood. The analysis is summarised in Table AI-2'

This set of data shows a similar pattern to that of the October 1990 flood' The

smallest correction is again cross-section 6, the largest is for cross-section 12 but

again it is a questionable result. Cross-section 18 has the next highest correction

and in this case @ ",)' is 0.3, which is just on the border of applicability' The

same contrasr occurs between cross-sections 12 and 13 as shown previously,

although in
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Section Curvature

No. K

A

(m1

B

(m)

D6

(m)

A

(*t)

B

(m)

58.0 954.8 152.1

27.4 1017.9 105.1

59.3 938.8 153.0

47.A 79r.0 128.0

8.99 814.2 t27.9

22.5 1122.8 122.1

-39.0 897.4 117.6

29.6 908.3 124.7

27.9 1017.0 112.9

cC
(m) (m)

cC
(m) (m)

Section

No.

2

3

4

6

9

12

13

t4

18

23

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

20

Curvature

K

0.002

0.002

0.004

0.003

-0.00s

0.011

-0.011

-0.006

0.008

-0.007

n

(m)

Il 6

(m)

7o

inc.

47.6 56.0 1011.9 157.0 7.95 8'77 10'3

r8.8 n.o 1004.8 105.9 9.65 10'09 4's

27.r 57.8 1028.8 159.6 7.95 9J8 23'0

4.3 9.0 870.2 131.5 8.06 8'22 2'0

-31.9 -39.0 884.4 t17.9 8.58 10'l r7 '7

75.0 46.0 1230.9 138.7 9.33 l5'5 66'6

-g.5 -9.0 1091.4 117.8 9.53 10'5 10'2

-34.6 -35.5 1036.3 129.7 8.85 10'7 2t'0

32.0 43.5 1165.1 139.7 9.04 rr'77 3o'2

-rg.4 -20.5 896J 105.4 9.13 10'41 l4'0

Table AI-2 Dynamtc wave speed for wairoa River Flood, April 1991'

n

(m)

54.5

22.0

44.8

5r.2

15.3

24.8

-29.7

31.5

2t.6

Vo

inc.

0.002

0.002

0.004

0.002

0.003

0.012

-0.005

0.0001

0.004

7.35 8.73 rr.2

9.75 10.23 4.9

7,76 9.37 20.8

7.78 8.55 9.8

7.90 8.19 3.6

9,50 10.93 15.1

8.65 10.14 r7.2

8.43 8.46 0.3

9.40 10.33 9.9

Table AI-3 Dynamic Wave Celerity for Wairoa River Flood, November 1991
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this case the (rn, )z value for cross-section is now down to 0'4 which may still be

sufficiently high to render application of this analysis questionable'

4 WAIROA RIVERFLOOD OF NOVEMBER 1991.

Table AI-3 summarises this case. This time cross-sections 2,3 and 4 have

superelevation in the expected direction. Overall there is the same pattern of

relative increases in celerity. Cross-section 8 has the third highest correction, but

also has the highest value of (rcn,)t - O.Sa. A[ the other cross-sections have

k",1, values of less than 0.1. Cross-section 10 is on a reach, which is

approximately strai ght.
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APPENDIX II IRROTATIONAL FLOW AROUND A CTJRVE

I.INTRODUCTION

1.1 Fluid Flow In a Curved Channel

Measurements in curved channels have shown that when flow enters a curve the

core of maximum velocity moves to the inner bank. Once into the curve the

secondary (transverse) flow may gradually skew the velocity distribution and the

line of fastest flow gradually moves across the channel. This effect has been

measured in such rivers as the River South Esk, Scotland (Bridge and Jarvis,

lg76),squamish River, British Columbia (Hickin, 1978), Muddy Creek, western

Wyoming (Dietrich et.al.,l979, Nelson and Smith, 1989) and Dommel River, the

Netherlands (de Vriend and Geldorf, 1983). This may be the phenomenon referred

to by Thomas Stevenson quoted in Chapter l -

A similar pattern of velocity shift has been measured in curved rectangular or

trapezoidal flumes although here the shift usually occurs near the bend exit' (Ippen

and Drinker,l962,Rozovski quoted in Leschziner and Rodi, 1984, Kikkawa

et.al,,1979).

Since these studies indicate that for most of the flow through a curved rectangular

or trapezoidal laboratory flume, and for the start of flow into a curved natural

channel, flow can be regarded as part of a free vortex, it is of interest to consider

the special case of irrotational flow in a curved channel.

In the early stages of the work described in this thesis, a partial model was

developed for irrotational flow in a curved channel i.e, the derivation of

expressions for transverse velocity distribution and the shape of the transverse

water level. The subsequent derivation of the curvilinear de Saint-Venant
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Equations in uoand 4" (Section 4.4) allowed a cornplete model for irrotational

flow (Nalder, 1995)

The derivation of the equations for transverse velocity and surface shape are

presented in this appendix. It begins with the conservation of momenrum equation

in differential form and expresses it in curvilinear coordinates using standard

expressions. The inotational condition is then used to simplify the equations and

to develop the required expressions. The other parts of the model, the curvilinear

de Saint-Venant equations and an expression for dynamie wave velocity have

already been derived in Section4.4.

1.2 Consenation of Momentum in Differential Form

The momentum equation in vector form ts

4*(u.V)u=-!VP*s, (A1.2-l)
Dt\/p

where u is the velocity vector and g is the acceleration due to gravity.

The equation is expressed in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates by using the

standard expressions for common differential quantities found in Batchelor

(re67).

1.3 Change of Coordinates Using Standard Expressions

Given a system of orthogonal curvilinear coordinates, {,,(r.{,, with unit vectors

a,b,c (parallel to the coordinate lines in the direction of increasing € ) and scale

factors hl, h2, hj,thenthe divergence operator V is defined by [Appendix II

Batchelor, (1967)l as:



2M

^A b A c d
Y:-- T--.h4, ko€, h'4'

Wi-ttr the general veotor'

F=4a+4b+4c,

gradtr'(= V.F) becomes

(A1.3-l)

(A1.3-2)

curl Fft V*F)beoornes

I
I\ktt'

(A1.3-3)

In thc curvilineat syrtem described in ehapter 3, F is replaced by the velocity

vector

U - ll"rs +Unn+urz,

whichmeans that,

(€r,Er,6r) = (s,n,z),

(a,b,c) = (s,n,z),

| | a(khF,) a(h,t\r,) . fln,4r,)l
T-T- r.

4kh, I a€, d€, 06, )

ilrb or" 

Ia dl
dE, ahl

hrF, 441
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The scale factors h, utd h3are bofh equal to unity. The scale factor ht needs to

derived by considering an incremental nrovement of the radius of qlrvature.

eonsider Fig.lLl wherepos-itive eurvafirr€ is antielockwise atrd the radius of

o{|rvatwe s:w€€ps out an angle d0. Therefo,re"

and

ds: RdO,

dsr- (R-n)d0.

d0

As both ds and dsr are along arcs pruallel

to the g axis, h, oan be defined as

Figure Al

(A1.34)= (t -#) = (r - rn),,. tu, (n-fiae
Ih 

- 

-
' rls Rd9

where r is eiwature.

1.4 lrrotational Condition

The irrotational condition is Vx u = 0 o which in terms of Barchelor's formula is

(A1.4-l)

l(t-"')' n

Illaa
n--,ll a a"

I

l(l -rn)u" u,,

z

a
dz

ur

lf,the components axe corrsidered separately, throe scalar equations are obtained:
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(A1"4-3)

(A1.44)
6s

2. CURVILINEAR MOIVTENTUM EQUATION

Applying the results of Section 1.3 to the rnomentum equation gives the first term

on the lefthand side as,

0u, ?un _n

--V.
0n Oz

0u 0u" Ou- 0u.

-: 
- 5r-ll-.-2.0t dt dt 0t

The second tena beQornesn

dn

(ArA-2)

(A2-l)

w-2)

After substituting for z the equation iS simplified by applying the FrenEt formulae

(ignoring the binormal),

6n
-^-: K3t
os

ds
;-=KD'ds

and removing the trivial aiases,

(u.vh =hfi*o,,#-",?:

dr, _41-rn
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Oz 0z dz

-=-=-=V!6s 0n 0z

e! =4o =r,dn 6z

o, :4= o.On 0z

Rearranging the resulting expression gi-r,es

( ,n 4U- 0u. 0u. U"iln 'l

(u..Vh-l r'' li' +u"+*u,+-*--s%-ls+\--" ' . \l-rn ds " 0n 0z \'-rcn)

, ( ", q, ou. . ou,_*,*ui )o* (A2.3)
\t -*n a, *u'd*u'-a, l-xn)

("r 4.-.Ou,,-.Eu,\
l.t-* , ar-*""fr+u"fi)z'

The t'wo factors on the tight- tland side of the mom€nnrm equation besome

g = g(z) = -gz1 (A?'4)

as.zis positive upward-s, turd

-!vp=-![, t 4,*+,.+) (A2.s)
p p\l-Knds an az /

Thg momcnhrm €quation can then be spliit into oomponsnts'

Thes'component gives,
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* . #- .,* *,. ft * *.#: - . # = - ;*fi , ru'-et

the n component gives,

*. h*. u. fi * o, *. #= -)X, *.2-7)

and thez component gives,

0u, * u" 0u. 0u- 0u- | dP

ot r-*ift*+;*+;=-i;-t' (A2-8

3 SCALING COORDINATES

The nondimensional factors us,ed in the msdel development tre as fOllows.

Veriables:

Defini1g L as a length scale (typically a meander tength), b as a width scde and d

as a depth soale, the variabtes and their derivativee are scaled as follOws;

s 0 lAt =z' a=z^'

' n d ld
iY = i' dn= i ax'

z A lA
"=e' ar=v az'

Also,

, _.[-N , o :J-sd d'=-" a= L ei'
and
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Pressure P - -+pga

4"

JA

u,, =,[@oll, where o is the nilTowness pararneter (= 
,q)

where g is aeceleration due to gravity, nd ,[gd is the longwdve ceterify.

Vclocities:

Velocities erre ssaled using themethod of Fredrichs (194S). Herethe strmnwise

velocity u" is scaled by the iong wave celerity. The radial and transverse veloclties

are sealed in terrns of loug wave celerity and'shallo$mes$' parameters leading to

..,nesr and indepondent variables

whioh will stretch the domaitrto

keep it ftonr vEnishing as

shallowness par. arneteds) approach

their limit.

(Dt"ssler,l978)

Tho downstream componont is 
'sealed;such 

that

=U,

ufiieh on rearranging begomes

u":,[fiU.

The transverse eomponeilt beeornes

ur, :b V
Jsd L''

whish oan be setequal to,

Like wise the vertical componeat is sealed as,



4z

,,lgd

which can be rearranged to give,

Radius of Curvature

If r"is defined as the radius scale, the non-dinensional radius R is

R__rtry^ 
"ra

and the curvature factor t-*n(=t -9 can be nondimensiondised as
\l'z

l-rcn= l- 6il =l-o!,roR R-

whid is non-zero as trn is defined to be lessthan unity'.

4, TRAI{ \rERSE VELOCTTT GRA,DIENT

Scaling fie tbree components of the inotational condition gives trto useful results

and an expression for the transvcrse gradient of the dow,nsfieam velocity.

SCaling EqUation (1.3-l), s eomponent ofthe irrorational sondition gives

**w+w-**r"L,n =0, (A4.1)

qvhieh simBlifies to

e' 4- o" oV =a. @4.2)AN dZ

Asg2 is negligible, this indicates that fr= O. (A4.3)

210

=4w.
L

,. -- r!-gileilP.where g isthe sheamwise shallowness pammeter (= f)



The n eomponent, Equation (1.3-2), beoomes

i*l(' - "#)w')- +*({a l') : o' (A4 4)

and can be simplified to give,

*;V'-"#)"] -,'!r:a

2ll

(A4.s)

(A4.8)

As 6t is negligible and (t- a#, * defrned previously ts be non-zero" then

oU 
= o. (44.6)

AZ

Scaling the,z component leads to,

i*Ita +,)-:*l(,-"flwu]=o, (A4 7)

wtaich on simplifloatisn beuorlrs,

" dLs-*Vr-"fl"]:n

Assuming d <<t (ustified by freld data), ttris equation besomes

Ll(t-o9u-l=0.
t/VL\ RJ I

(A4.e)
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which gives,

['-"",') K=#u (A4-ro)

As Eqgatio:r (4-l) cct-l be wri$en as a variables seBarable ordinary differential

equation, it can be integrated to give,

logu=-tngl't-"f)"c, (A+lr)

where G is the coeffioient of integrating. G can be evaluated by sub.stituting the

values of U andN that correspond to the s a:ris, i.e.

U -Un,
n=bN -0ohsnce
N=0.

This gives,

logU; - logl +G =0+-G, (,4.4-12)

which on substituting in Equation (4-2) beoomes,

Le,

' *)+loguo =to**. (n,4-13)logU=-logU-o'*) e o vr_o*

u-*g*4o',E'),
('- " nJ

(A4-14)
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(A,4-15)

This equation gives the downsgeant velocity at position n in terms of the velocity

at the refcrence axis. The corwention adopted ensures that N and R have the s,ame

positive direotion. On moving inwards from the reference line towards the cente

of survature, (t -rn)decreases and u insreases. The reverse occurs in mov'ing

away from the cenfie of curvature, In practice, this simpla distribution will be

modified by. bank frietion and secondary flows.

5 TRANSVERSE SURFACE GRADIENT

Sealing the n and z componcnts of the momentrxxt equation leads to an expression

for the superelevation of the wate,r surface.

Beginning with the scaled version of the n oompo-nent, Egtmtion ( 2"2)

tr-u*".-(t-Kr)'

+#l'rE'+4. t *lta +,1.,{e +, i *lw i')

JEa !A*' =, 
rou1.,. .L!!tPpgd)= Q,

'ta* L' )',"*(, _a* ) 
p b dN'

which is, ivhen re@st into dim€nsional variables becomes,

*,Ea+**#l

(.A,5-l)

r -sry)R/

this can be simplified to give-
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oz L+; u 
=={*orv 

o--v_=*orw {*dr'- t_oLas 
- aN dz

R

As d is negligible,

(A5-2)

(A5.3)

(A5.4)

Substituting forU, fiom Eqrratio-n 4-3, g,tves,

dP a U:

-=dN- R(, -.rv)''['-"T/

As this enpression oontains only P:and N it ca0 be re.expressed as an ordinary

differential equation, with scparated Y'br:iables, aqd,can be integ ated with the

substitutio n 0 =r-*#andthelimits 0 =l, r=(t-"#)

Inte,gratiag gives

,:_#l:,**, =+f, _, 1

, 
L [,;s_l+rrs,z,n" 

(A5.5)

where F(S,Zq is the coefficient of,intogration allowing for the dependence on

(s'np).
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Part of this expression can be found by non-dimsnsionalising the z eomponent

@quation (2-3)) which gives,

,{g a
Y#:l,r@ui*f.#:ltai*f.ra,+*lraal*

. l uo l, i*lra i4.,t* l* +*lra i-)
-Ii*tPPgd)+ s =o'

which canbe sirrplified to,

tl
.r)ow * | 

==aw *41*4P +l = o.'far't_"#.ut az) ut

,l
('-"#)l*l*t

As F? is negligible, the differential equation becomes the hydrostatie case

aP r

az

Integration gives P = -Z+ G(,9,iV,?")'

The pressure equation [s now

rl
, =4h - --!----= l-, */(s,z),

2 | (r-o{-l' 
IL \ R) J

(As-6)

(A5-7)

(As-8)

(A5-e)

(A5.10)

where the function I1S,n is obtained by sr.rbstituting'the variables w}ich define the

water strr-face at the s ards, i.e.
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Z= Z" =.F1,($'4
P=0
.l/ = 0.

Substitutiug these values into the total piessrire equation gives,

o = {,$, r7*!I- t)' - H,(s,r),

so that

/(s,4 = H"(S,T). (A5-11)

The pressue at the point defined by N and Z is therefore;

(As-12)

An equation for th.e su e profile is ohtai.ned by substihrting values for a genetal

point on the surface, i.e.

Z = TI(8,N,TI,

P=0.

Thisgivesthe equation

(A5-13)

rphich ean be rearranged to giv"e,
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U?+"
2

U,U:
-- rt,, +!H = Il,, (A5-14)

(A5-l s)

(As-16)

z(r-o!\'\R/

In dimensional variables these expressions become.

u: ul,
4 = 4r -tr ---j- -/.s zg(t-rcn)

and

72u.. u
4= 4, +---r---.29 29
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6 COilIPLETE MOD.EI FOR,IRROTATIONAL FLOW.

Assembling the expressions derived in this appendix and in Section 4'4 the

conrplete ongineering model is;

lVlass Conservation Equetion

(r -. n,,\+ -., ^ + + + u 
"(t 

* * o )ff;. I U + r i) - K n *+)*
- #-o"(s, 

+K n.s,).Xr,,l-u, *uLu"

Momerrtum Equation 
(46"1)

(:, 2rc n* 9X* [r"o f;[ 
*. n - zr n,U)k .

,"ryf.[";tt +2rn^).*;*

= uqQ -zut" #u#- r:{1, * r,flX 4(s, +2rc n,s,) - s, $tt -.n'
(A6.2)

D,ynamic Wave Celerity

?=m
" 

= l[-"/[I+trlt 
*t*n")

Tnursverse Velocity Distribution

u",tu,=@

Transveme Surface Gradient

(46.3)

(A6.4)

.u; uu
4=4o+ z;ffiA (A6.5)
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APPENDIX III INPUT DATA FOR CHAPTER 7

The following tables contain the basic data for TEST 2 and TEST 21' These were

obtained. by r-ading off the values of time and depth for each of the Station I

graphs.

TEST 2

Depth Area D/chg
m sq.m. cumec

Depth Area A D/chg

sec m sq.mj -_Jnmeg 1.078 0.113
1.1t1 0.lll
1.134 0.107
1.189 0.111

1.200 0.l l l
1.244 0.113

1.278 0.114
1.31 I 0.1 19

r.3M 0.117
r.372 0.121

1.400 0.117
r.433 0.117
r.467 0.123
r.500 0.123
1.533 A.r23
1.578 0.123
1.600 0.123
1.628 0.r2r
r.667 0.123
1.700 0.t23
t.728 0.123
r.767 0.123
1.800 0.117
1.839 0.r23
r.872 0.124
1.900 0.121

r.944 0.123
r.96'7 0.123
2.006 0.114

0.034 0.058
0.034 0.058
0.033 0.055

0.034 0.058

0.034 0.058
0.034 0.058
0.035 0.059
0.036 0.062
0.036 0.061

0.037 0.063

0.036 0.061

0.036 0.061

0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064
0.037 0.063

0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064

0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064
0.036 0.061

0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064

0.037 0.063

0.038 0.064
0.038 0.064
0.035 0.059

0.100 0.023
0.r28 0.051

0.167 0.043
0.200 0.051

0.239 0.054
0.267 0.047
0.300 0.447
0.339 0.058
0.3'72 0.061

0.400 0.071

0.439 0.068
0.472 0.075
0.5r I 0.084
0.533 0.089
0.572 0.089
0.606 0.09s
0.639 0.081

0.672 0.093
0.706 0.087
0.739 0.105
0.778 0.115
0.811 0.119
0.839 0.097
0.878 0.117
0.906 0.095
0.939 0.114
0.978 0.105
1.011 0.1 17

1.050 0.114

0.007 0.012
0.016 0.027
0.013 0.022
0.016 0.027
0.016 0.028
0.014 0.024
0.014 0.024
0.018 0.030
0.019 0.032
a.022 0.037
0.021 0.035

0.023 0.039
0.026 0.0M
0.027 0.046
0.027 0.046
0.029 0.049
0.025 0.042
0.028 0.048
0.027 0.045

0.032 0.055
0.035 0.059
0.036 0.062
0.030 0.05r
0.036 0.061

0.029 0.049
0.035 0.059
0.032 0.05s
0.036 0.061

0.035 0.059

TABLE AIU . 1 INPUT DATA FOR TEST 2
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TEST 21

Time Depth Area D/chg
sec. m. sq.m. cumecs.

Time DePth Area D/chg

sec. m. sq.m---gumecs'

0.027 0.088 a.027 0.048

0.071 0.088 0.027 0.048

0.100 0.088 0.027 0.048

0.127 0.088 0.027 0.048

0.165 0.119 0.036 0.064

0.200 0.211 0.064 0.1 14

0.227 0.224 0.068 0.121

0.200 0.215 0.065 0.116

0.300 0.200 0.061 0.108

0.338 0.180 0.055 0.097

0.3?1 0.180 0.055 0.097

0.400 0.183 0.056 0.099

0.438 0.195 0.059 0.10s

0.471 0.202 0.062 0.109
I

I o.soo o.zos 0.062 o.l lo
lo.srs o.2oo 0.061 o.lo8
I o.sos 0.202 0.062 0.109

lo.ooo 0.206 0.063 o.lll
I o.en 0.206 0.063 0.111

I o.oos o.zr7 0.066 0.117

lo.zoo 0.206 0.063 0.111

lo.zra 0.206 0.063 o.lll
I o.trt o.zaz 0.062 o.to9

lo.aoo 0.206 0.063 o.lll
I o.sta 0.202 0.062 o.loe
I o.szr 0.202 0.062 o.lo9
I o.qoo o.2oo 0.06l o.to8

lo.ers o.r9z o.os9 0.104

I o.szt 0.192 0.059 o.lo4
I r.ooo 0.192 o.os9 o.lo4

1.038 0.r92
1.071 0.190
1.100 0.192
1.143 0.190
1.176 0.195

1.200 0.192
r.238 0.190

1.271 0.190
1.300 0.190
1.333 0.195
r.265 0.190
1.400 0.186
1.438 0.r92
1.471 0.192
1.500 0.190

It.sse 0.186

lr.szr 0:92
I r.ooo 0.192

I r.633 o.rez

I r.oos o.Ieo

I r.roo o.rez

I r.zrs 0.192

I rne 0.t83

I r.soo 0.186

I t,ara o.leo
I t.szt 0.183

I r.eoo 0.183

I t.ra 0.183

I r.szt 0.183

I z.ooo 0.183

0.059 0.104
0.0s8 0.103
0.059 0.104

0.058 0.103

0.059 0.105
0.059 0.104
0.058 0.103

0.058 0.103

0.058 0.103
0.059 0.105
0.058 0.103
0.057 0.101

0.059 0.104

0.059 0.104
0.058 0.103
0.057 0.101

0.059 0.104

0.059 0.104
0.059 0.104
0.058 0.103
0.059 0.104
0.059 0.104
0.056 0.099
0.057 0.101

0.058 0.103
0.056 0.099

0.056 0.099

0.056 0.099
0.056 0.099
0,056 0.099

Table AIII-2INPUT DATA FOR TEST 21.
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